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Management change at  
O-Products: Andre Visser is  
the company’s new CEO

Mario Romero, co-founder and 
CEO of Dreamlove, shares his 
view on the challenges facing  
the sex toy market

With Pulse Galaxie, the stars will light 
up your bedroom - Maybritt Carsten-
sen, SVAKOM Key Account Manager 
for Europe, tells us how it works 

URBAN by ToyJoy - Rick Zwaan, 
Product Developer at SCALA, 
ushers in a new era of luxury  
sex toys

Eropartner adds Damaris 
Sikkink and Maurice  
Kivits to the team

Pawel Graczyk 
outlines the unique 
selling points of Crazy 
Horse, the latest  
collection from 
WHIPS 
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Mark Boderius, Head of Purchase and 
Product Development at ORION, tells 
us about a special accolade conferred 
on the Belou Rotating Vulva Massager

Suki Dunham, founder and  
CEO of OhMiBod, presents 
SPHINX: app-controlled,  
vibrating nipple clamps
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fit to lead O-Products into a new era 

of success,” explains Joop Visser, 

company founder and former CEO. 

André Visser has worked for several 

well-known companies in the indus-

try, such as Playhouse, Scala, Leg 

Avenue, EDC Wholesale and Dildos 

Assorted. He brings a wealth of expe-

rience to O-Products, including sales 

skills, leadership qualities, industry 

knowledge and a global network. He 

has also made a significant contri-

bution to building up companies and 

leading them to success. “André 

brings 25 years of experience to the 

table. His commitment to excellence, 

innovation, and customer satisfaction 

aligns perfectly with the values that 

define O-Products. We’re confident 

that André’s leadership will propel 

O-Products to new heights and 

contribute to our ongoing success,” 

continues Joop, who, having built the 

company into what it is today, will 

be focussing more on improving the 

company’s internal processes.

From expanding our product lines 

to improving customer service, 

we are committed to making O-Pro-

ducts even bigger and better and 

taking the company to the next level!” 

says André Visser. “André comes to 

us with a wealth of experience and 

a proven track record in the sex toy 

industry. His leadership skills and 

strategic vision make him the perfect 

Schiedam, The Netherlands - O-Products announces that Andre Visser 

has joined the Netherlands-based company as its new CEO. “I am looking 

forward to my new role and to opening a new chapter in the history  

of O-Products together with my new colleagues, which will be  

characterised by growth and continuous development.

 
André Visser is the new CEO of O-Products

letter from the editor
Change at  the management level Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

It is said that you have to 
challenge yourself if you 
want to grow. As far as 
our industry is concerned, 
there has never been a 
lack of challenges (and 
there probably never will 
be). Fortunately, there has 
also been a lot of growing 
throughout the years, as 
nobody can deny. Such 
growth is more easily 
achieved when you can 
anticipate future challen-
ges. And since we live 
in fast-paced, complex, 
and currently also rather 
unpredictable times, it is 
all the more important to 
keep your eyes and ears 
wide open. At EAN, we try 
to do our part, traditionally 
asking interviewees at the 
beginning of a new year 
about the challenges and 
obstacles they expect 
to see in the upcoming 
months. And this year is 
no different, with the big 
question being whether 
or not the golden age of 
the sex toy market - that 
many market research 
institutes predicted during 
the pandemic years - will 
finally dawn in 2024.

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Johnson
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STRUBBI.COM

DOUBLE  
PLEASURE   
FOR HER AND HIM!

Los Angeles, USA - As everyone may already know, lube is both essential and necessary for anal  

play since human bodies don’t self lubricate there.

 
Wicked Sensual Care is introducing Jelle Plus
A safer  a lternat ive to us ing numbing agents for  anal  p lay

nica, aloe, juniper, and vitamin 

E to soothe, signature olive leaf 

extract for extra protection,  

and never contains animal  

products, glycerin, parabens,  

or propylene glycol. It’s also 

latex friendly and safe for all  

toy materials.

Wicked Sensual Care has 

created Jelle Plus with na-

tural relaxants and other beneficial 

ingredients to give safer options 

for anal play and increase pleasure 

at the same time. Jelle Plus has a 

unique formula featuring: clove oil 

and jojoba as natural relaxants, ar-



most importantly, offers outstanding 

functionality.” Sphinx is OhMiBod’s 

most synergetic product, using the 

OhMiBod Remote App users can sync 

the nipple clamps to other OhMiBod 

app-controlled pleasure products for a 

mind-blowing full body experience. Si-

milar to numerous OhMiBod products, 

the Sphinx is Bluetooth-enabled and 

app-controlled, making it perfect for 

spicy couple’s play or long-distance 

relationships. The nipple clamps will 

also vibrate to Spotify or Apple  

Music playlists. 

OhMiBod Sphinx seamlessly 

blends fine jewelry with cut-

ting-edge pleasure technology. Craf-

ted for spotlight-stealing seduction, 

Sphinx delivers both aesthetic allure 

and practicality, featuring ridged nipple 

clamps to ensure stability during use 

for an enhanced experience. “This 

product is a first for OhMiBod, which 

is why it was so important for us to 

get it right,” said Suki Dunham. “We 

wanted to create something for our 

customers that was comfortable to 

wear, show-stoppingly beautiful, and 

and a gag. These accessories enable 

a variety of activities, such as restric-

ting mobility with the cuffs, defining 

roles within the game with the gag or 

collar, and experimenting with sensory 

restraint using the blindfold. Discipline 

instruments such as the flogger and 

paddle are also included, ideal for those 

who enjoy spanking. The entire INTEN-

SE FETISH collection is now available 

at www.dreamlove.es.

Carmona, Spain - INTENSE FETISH 

is the name of the new collection 

from INTENSE, consisting of a variety 

of accessories designed specifically 

for BDSM practices. All products are 

made with cruelty-free materials such 

as vegan leather, metal, and neopre-

ne. In addition of being durable, these 

materials are also hypoallergenic. The 

new collection includes wrist and ankle 

cuffs, a paddle, a collar, a blindfold, 

Stratham, USA - OhMiBod announces the latest addition to its expansive 

collection of app-controlled vibrators with Sphinx, the brand’s first  

ever wearable vibrating nipple clamps.

 
OhMiBod unveils SPHINX

INTENSE FETISH

App-control led wearable v ibrat ing n ipple c lamps
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this vibrator apart is its versatility, boas-

ting over 1000 different combinations to 

explore and discover new realms of plea-

sure. When the climax is near, a simple 

touch of the special function climax but-

ton unleashes the full power and speed 

of all motors simultaneously, providing an 

intense and satisfying experience.

This exceptional vibrator is equipped 

with three independently controlled 

New Generation F1 10-speed/function 

motors, ensuring an unparalleled ex-

perience. The MIKA offers a trifecta of 

sensations with its flapping tongue G-spot 

motor function, a vibrating tip, and an 

outer clitoral Rabbit function. What sets 

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Introducing the MIKA Flapping Tongue Rabbit vibrator, a revoluti-

onary pleasure device that transcends the ordinary with its unique design and cutting-edge technology.

 
SHOTS is presenting the latest addition to the VIVE collection
MIKA Flapping Tongue Rabbit  v ibrator



are the stylish catsuit and the sensati-

onal maxi dress made of mesh with a 

floral velvet flock print. All outfits from 

Noir Handmade are available in sizes S, 

M, L and XL. As the collections always 

run slightly smaller, there is a special 

size chart for these items available 

through ORION Wholesale. The Noir 

Handmade collections are delivered in 

high-quality cardboard packaging with 

detailed images of each product and 

multi-lingual product descriptions.

Whether it’s an elegant mini dress 

in black powerwetlook com-

bined with fine lace, a sexy lace catsuit 

with a powerwetlook waist and panty 

section or a breathtaking bodysuit also 

in a combination of lace and powerwet-

look: the new outfits from Noir Hand-

made look simply stunning and stylish 

and fit like a second skin – especially 

the sophisticated leggings with an open 

crotch and the skin-tight mini dress in 

powerwetlook. Special eye-catchers 

is a wand that offers clicking, flicking, 

clit-teasing tongue stimulation with 5 

patterns and 4 intensities; the other 

one is a slim and flexible G-spot 

stimulator. And last but not least the 

butt plugs to seduce those who like 

anal stimulation. Uniquely shaped for 

backdoor pleasure and with a remote 

control for versatile and convenient 

play. All new Secret Kisses toys  

are splashproof and hypoallergenic 

and come with a magnetic USB  

cable, a storage bag and an  

instruction manual.

Axel, The Netherlands - The new 

Secret Kisses toys were designed 

to elevate sensory experiences and 

to fulfil users’ deepest desires. The 

collection includes the Rose Blossom 

Licker Tongue Vibrator that is com-

pact yet powerful and has 10 tanta-

lizing licking modes and a Magnetic 

Panty Vibe made of luxurious smooth 

silicone that discreetly fits any panty 

and has 10 vibration modes easily 

operatable with the remote control.

The elegant beauties of the range  

are two tall vibes, one of which  

Flensburg, Germany - New outfits from the bestselling label Noir Hand-

made are now available at ORION Wholesale.

Sexy elegance from Noir Handmade

Six new Secret Kisses at Tonga

ORION Wholesale
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says Brian Woolard, General Manager. 

“We have been anticipating the release of 

this product and it is the perfect addition 

to the JO anal lineup. We are also arming 

our customers with marketing materials 

and other tools to help promote this new 

product to their own customers ahead of 

the official January 2024 launch.”

Made for those looking for an extra 

cushiony experience without com-

promising the glide, this water-based 

lubricant delivers a smooth feel and extra 

protection for soft tissue.  Never sticky, 

H2O Anal Thick is made without parabens, 

fragrances, or desensitizers.  “We are very 

excited about our new H2O Anal Thick,” 

Santa Clarita, USA -  New Anal Thick is five times thicker than the current best-selling water- 

based anal formula, JO H2O Anal. 

 
JO adds new H2O Anal Thick to its brand portfolio
Market ing & promotion mater ia ls  are avai lable
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standpoint, it is also a very modern 

and high-quality product that doesn’t 

reveal its true purpose at first glance.”  

The Belou ‘Rotating Vulva Massager’ 

is an ergonomically designed lay-on 

vibrator that enriches every lovemaking 

session with its truly unique design. 

A total of five massage pearls that 

stimulate blood circulation surround a 

soft vibration cushion and offer unima-

gined highs for hotspots such as the 

vulva and clitoris. Thanks to the fold-out 

retaining ring, the Belou ‘Rotating Vulva 

Massager’ also lies comfortably in the 

hand and can be used for stimulating 

massages all over the body.

Now, the silky hotspot specialist 

from ORION has received the 

German Design Award 2024. The Ger-

man Design Award is one of the most 

recognised international design awards 

for product and communication design. 

It has been given out annually by the 

German Design Council. The Belou 

‘Rotating Vulva Massager’ is honou-

red in the category ‘Excellent Product 

Design / Bath and Wellness’. The jury’s 

reasoning: “The Belou serves both as 

an arousing adult toy and as a full-body 

massager. Thanks to its ergonomic 

shape and holding ring, it sits comfor-

tably in the hand. From an aesthetic 

an iconic heart-shaped candy that 

has been shared by lovers for more 

than a century. These classic can-

dies symbolize love and bring back 

memories of youthful delight and pure 

sweetness with their uniquely subtle 

flavor blend of cherry, banana, stra-

wberry, grape, and orange. 

Pompano Beach, USA - M.D. Scien-

ce Lab is releasing a new limited-edi-

tion flavor in their award-winning 4 

in 1 Playful Flavors collection. This 

bestselling line will now include one 

more flavor profile that consumers  

will immediately connect witt – 

Sweethearts! Sweethearts are  

Flensburg, Germany - Powerful, luxurious and innovative: The Belou ‘Rota-

ting Vulva Massager’ is not just a delight for the hand, but also unites intense 

pearl rotation with thrilling vibration for an entirely new pleasure experience. 

Belou ‘Rotating Vulva Massager’ has 
received the German Design Award 2024

Swiss Navy releases new  
Limited Edition Playful Flavors

ORION Wholesale
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This versatile enema bulb is designed 

for both anal and vaginal use. The 

BRUTUS GET CLEAN boasts a luxu-

riously soft nozzle, ensuring a gentle 

and pleasurable experience every time. 

Featuring a generous 310 ml reservoir 

equipped with a non-return valve, this 

enema bulb sets a new standard for 

hygiene. Bid farewell to worries about 

water flowing back into the bulb – the  

innovative design ensures a seamless 

and clean process. Cleaning is a breeze 

with the easily removable nozzle,  

crafted from phthalate-free soft  

PVC Rubber.

Amsterdam, The Netherlands -  

The BRUTUS GET CLEAN Soft PVC 

Rubber Enema Bulb is the ultimate 

companion for intimate cleansing, 

that opens the door to a world of 

comfort and cleanliness.

BRUTUS GET CLEAN Soft  
PVC Rubber Enema Bulb
New at  DUSEDO

Wholesale
www.dokterlifestyle.com

 sales@dr-lifestyle.com

Health & Libido 
Boosters

Stamina

Prostate Support

Testo Boosters

Male Enhancement
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that can also be used as a gift box. 

This cardboard box is covered in an 

additional cardboard slipcase with an 

image of the respective product and 

a description of the product in English 

on it as well. ORION Wholesale has 

had the high-quality lingerie from  

‘Obsessive’ in its assortment since 

the beginning of 2019 and is now  

the exclusive distributor of lingerie 

from the high-class label in selected  

European markets.

With a wide range that includes 

subtle romantic patterns as well 

as bold, seductive models, ‘Obsessive’ 

has captured the hearts of customers 

in over 60 countries who want to put 

their femininity in the limelight in a 

stylish, sensual and confident way. 

The sexy lingerie stands out becau-

se of the exciting, figure-flattering 

designs and lots of love for detail. The 

lingerie from ‘Obsessive’ is deliver-

ed in a high-quality cardboard box 

Additional new romance items include 

a ‘Love Your Pussy Bath Bomb‘ (with 

waterproof vibe inside), ‘Boobie Bath 

Bombs‘, and Fishbowl options for 

‘Love Your Pussy‘ and ‘Sex Fortune 

Cookie Bath Bombs‘. On the novely 

side, they are launching a ‘Progress 

Sash‘, ‘Progress Bachelor Sash‘, ‘Pro-

gress Bachelorette Sash‘, ‘Freeze Dried 

Rainbow Pecker Candy‘,‘Body Shot 

Pasties‘, and a ‘Naughty Candy Dish‘. 

Seattle, USA - Kheper Games is 

announcing that 13 new skus are now 

shipping. ‘40 Reasons to Party‘ is a set 

of 40 illustrated cards that give you fun 

reasons and ideas on how to party. ‘40 

Reasons to Have Sex‘ is a set of 40 

sexy cards that give you funny reasons 

and ideas on how to have great sex! 

‘Drink if…the Totally F*cked up‘ version 

applies their What the F*ck? line’s hu-

mor to their best-selling ‘Drink if…‘ line.

Flensburg, Germany - From now on new sexy lingerie pieces of the label 

‘Obsessive’ are available at ORION Wholesale. ‘Obsessive’ has gained reco-

gnition among customers as a brand that combines exceptional quality with 

unique design – lingerie that emphasizes individuality and radiates femininity.

New sexy lingerie from  
‘Obsessive’ available at ORION Wholesale

Kheper Games, Inc. starts  
shipping 13 new products after ANME

Excit ing,  f igure-f latter ing des igns
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moments in the bath and shower.  

The toys can be recharged using  

the included USB charging cable.  

The Rosenrot sex toys are delivered 

in cardboard packaging with multi-lin-

gual item descriptions. For the sake 

of the environment, no plastic was 

used in the packaging. The packa-

ging can be displayed standing or 

hung up in the centre.

The collection consists of four sex 

toys in a sensual red colour. They 

have a velvety Soft Touch texture 

and each has a small rose element 

for a special pleasure experience. 

High-quality silicone ensures easy 

insertion as well as a very pleasant 

feeling on the skin during play and 

pleasure. The Rosenrot sex toys are 

also waterproof, allowing for erotic 

adjustable features on all products. 

In addition, these items are made 

from premium PU leather, ensuring 

good durability, and allowing users 

to explore their desires with confi-

dence. The items are presented in a 

distinctive packaging that combines 

dark grey with bold yellow stripes 

placed as a big X. This color com-

bination of dark grey and vibrant 

yellow not only captures attention  

on the shelves but also reflects a 

sense of boldness, stimulating the 

overall visual appeal and making  

a lasting impression.

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands 

-  OUCH! Xtreme is designed for the 

more experienced BDSM product 

users and offers a wide range of 

items that go beyond traditional 

handcuffs and ball gags – like funnel 

gags, labia spreaders, body bags, 

and more. OUCH! Xtreme is perfect 

for the more adventurous souls out 

there. Therefore, the brand under-

stands that comfort and safety are 

essential, especially during intense 

(BDSM) play, and its designs reflect 

that commitment. OUCH! Xtreme en-

sures a perfect fit for every user with 

Flensburg, Germany - With Rosenrot, ORION Wholesale is now launching a 

new You2Toys range of romantic and playful sex toys in a rose design. 

Rosenrot – romantic &  
playful sex toys in a rose design

OUCH! Xtreme: perfect for the  
more adventurous souls out there

New at  ORION Wholesale
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ging dock that can project light in a 

starry display when the toy is remo-

ved. When not in use, the oval-sha-

pe design resembles home decor.”  

Highlights of Pulse Galaxie include: 

Pulse Technology in 5 suction modes 

and 5 intensities / Built-in light pro-

jection offering a starry display in 3 

modes / Customization and long-di-

stance control via app on a Bluetoo-

th-enabled device / Battery indicator 

lights and USB-C rechargeable dock 

/ Memory function resuming on the 

last suction mode used / Travel lock 

to prevent accidental turn-ons in 

between uses. 

Harnessing SVAKOM’s patented 

Pulse Technology, Pulse Galaxie 

uses air waves to create a suction 

effect that stimulates the clitoris 

without direct contact. It can also be 

used with the SVAKOM App, allowing 

users to customize settings as well 

as enjoy long-distance toy control 

and partner interaction. “Our Pulse 

Technology has been carefully en-

gineered to redefine orgasms created 

by air-suction toys, and we’ve taken 

it an exciting step further with Pulse 

Galaxie,” a company representative 

said. “Blending sexual pleasure with 

homeware, Pulse Galaxie has a char-

Floral Lace Dress, Red Lace Bodysuit 

with Open Crotch, Unlined Bra Set, 

Strappy Lace Bra Set, Fishnet Bra 

Set, and the show-stopping Purple 

Lace Bodysuit with Open Crotch. The 

high-quality materials used ensure 

comfort without compromising on 

style, promising a flawless fit for every 

body type. The collection is exclusi-

vely available at SCALA. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Daring 

Intimates proudly announces the 

launch of an array of new styles. 

The latest range includes a variety of 

tantalizing styles that cater to diverse 

tastes, ensuring that every woman 

can find her perfect expression of se-

duction. Among the highlights are the 

High-Waist Lace Bodysuit, Underwire 

Bustier, Halter Bra with Garterbelt, 

Los Angeles, USA - SVAKOM has launched Pulse Galaxie, its latest air wave 

pulse stimulator featuring a sensual starlight projector.

 
Pulse Galaxie

New sexy lingerie from Daring Intimates

SVAKOM launches sex toy with star l ight  pro jector
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vels to choose from. The E-stim Spiked 

Paddle is covered in vegan-friendly, 

faux (PU) leather and is USB-recharge-

able. The E-stim Baton looks innocent 

at first glance, but this baton delivers 

360 degrees of e-stim power across 

its entire surface. Users can choose 

between two different levels of intensity 

and position the baton differently to 

further intensify the stimulation. Sensa-

tion is more dispersed and less intense 

along the sides of the baton, while  

two round circles of metal at the  

top deliver a more intense,  

pinpoint sensation. 

Each is designed to take impact play 

to the next level by incorporating 

the intensity of electrostimulation, which 

offers a powerful sting with every satis-

fying slap, smack, or spank. The E-stim 

Spiked Paddle is a two-sided paddle 

that offers two unique experiences. 

One side is flat and smooth, akin to a 

classic paddle design, and the other is 

equipped with 10 nickel-free, zinc alloy 

spikes that bite like little teeth, creating 

a memorable sensation without brea-

king the skin. These spikes also deliver 

satisfying zaps when users turn on the 

electrostimulation, with two intensity le-

international trade fair by introducing 

the world to its very first stimulating 

gel for women. With this brand-new 

premium product, pjur is expanding 

its product portfolio and announcing 

its entry onto the worldwide market 

for female stimulation products. 

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - At this 

year’s ANME Show in Burbank 

(California) all eyes were on the year’s 

newest products: pjur WOMAN Lust 

and pjur WOMAN Lust Intense. The 

premium lubricant manufacturer 

made the most of the year’s opening 

Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is proud to announce the new E-stim 

Spiked Paddle, E-stim Baton, and E-stim Crop.

XR Brands introduces e-Stim Impact 
Tool Collection from Zeus Electrosex

pjur presents its first stimulating  
gel for women at the ANME Show

Upgrade & intensi fy  impact play with the powerful  st ing of  e lectrost imulat ion
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success and worked well for users, 

user testing showed that it was too 

intense for some, but it wasn’t enough 

for others. This conflicting feedback 

meant we had to create something 

that appeased both ends of the  

spectrum,” said Tobias Zegenhagen, 

Chief Product Officer at Womanizer.  

“If you think about it in terms of music, 

I would say that if the original Pleasure 

Air Technology can play single notes, 

3D Pleasure Air can perform an  

entire symphony.” 

Berlin, Germany - Womanizer Next 

introduces 3D Pleasure Air Technology, 

the reimagined version of the brand’s 

signature Pleasure Air Technology 

(PAT) that uses changes in air pressure 

to stimulate the clitoris. PAT involves 

contactless or indirect stimulation of 

the clitoris glans, the most sensitive 

part of the vulva, using enclosed air. 

The expanded 3D Pleasure Air has 

been in development since the very first 

Womanizers: “Even though our PAT de-

vices had seen unprecedented market 

Womanizer Next
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vibration modes and speeds using the 

Touch Control function, among other 

possibilities. This function stands out as 

the best, allowing to enjoy all features 

easily and intuitively. The egg itself is 

designed with a rounded tip and an 

ideal body for safe and easy insertion 

and extraction, this egg is made with 

a double-layer hyper-silky silicone, 

extending its durability for long- 

lasting enjoyment. 

The most exciting aspect is the abi-

lity to control their numerous func-

tions through ActiveJoy, Lovecherry’s 

free application. This innovative app 

allows to enjoy these toys at short, 

medium, and long distances, providing 

users with flexibility and excitement. 

With ActiveJoy, users can enjoy mo-

ments with their partner both up close 

and from a distance, play to the rhythm 

of music, and explore numerous 

Alicante, Spain - The new Intoyou App Series represents a cutting-edge  

and contemporary line that seamlessly merges design and technology in  

an exceptional manner, giving consumers a unique experience as they  

discover a range of technologically advanced toys.

International Lovecherry  
is introducing Intoyou App Series
Merging des ign and technology 
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collar and that is why our collections 

are so unique and refined in every 

detail. Modern design with a hint of 

decadence and classicity will be both 

an elegant decoration and will remind 

your bottom who is in charge.” The 

leashes in the line are made of strong, 

polished chains that harmonize beau-

tifully with the metal elements of the 

collar. Pawel has also thought about 

the subject of whips: “Are you fed up 

with constantly breaking riding crops 

and whip handles falling off? We too. 

That’s why our beaters have passed 

strict quality tests in the hands of 

beautiful Polish Prodommes.“

The new line includes handcuffs, col-

lars, whips and leashes. Pawel has 

this to say about the handcuffs: “The 

bond between the person restrained 

and the person doing the restraining 

is unique and inseparable. Just like 

our handcuffs and connectors. The 

technologies we use will provide 

you with both strong impressions 

and comfort of use. What WHIPS 

has joined together, let no man put 

asunder.” Collars are most important 

symbol in the BDSM community, so 

they require special attention. “We 

respect the emotional charge behind 

choosing this particular, handcrafted 

The ergonomic design ensures easy 

wear, making it ideal for solo adven-

tures or shared intimate moments. 

Whether for curious beginners explo-

ring new sensations or experienced 

players looking to push the boundaries, 

these products are the gateway to 

enhanced pleasure. Now available  

from DUSEDO

Amsterdam, The Netherlands - 

The SPORTFUCKER Cockrings 

featuring a Ball Stretcher are the perfect 

blend of comfort and allure – a mesme-

rizing combo crafted from high-quality 

TPE or Liquid Silicone. Lubed up to 

perfection, these rings glides seam-

lessly against the skin, providing a 

snug fit without any hint of discomfort. 

Wroclaw, Poland - The new collection made of the highest quality natural 

leather not only meets practical needs, but also expresses individual style 

in the intimate world of BDSM, offering the highest level of experience.

 
Crazy Horse

SPORTFUCKER Cockrings

WHIPS Col lect ion releases new product l ine
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to provide more intense and focused 

stimulation than manual touch alone, 

these vibrators may help achieve hig-

her levels of arousal and potentially un-

lock different types of orgasms. Each 

model in the collection is equipped 

with two motors, ensuring a double 

dose of stimulation for maximum plea-

sure. Furthermore, the vibrators are 

completely waterproof, allowing users 

to indulge in their desires in the bath  

or shower without any limitations.

This exciting collection features 

three models – Bali, Thai, and 

Rio – each meticulously crafted from 

premium liquid silicone. Not only are 

these vibrators bendable, but they 

also deliver powerful and discreet 

performance, making them an ideal 

choice for intense and private pleasu-

re. The Sunset vibrators are designed 

to enhance users’ sexual experiences 

and potentially aid in the development 

of vaginal orgasms. With their ability 

Each presented description consists of 

a pair of scenarios surprising with an 

original plot, spice and perversion. As 

in other parts of the series, the basis of 

the game is not knowing your partner’s 

cards, thanks to which ‘The Lovers 

Stories’ masterfully builds tension. Later 

n 2024, the premiere of the ‘Hardco-

re’ level will take place for lovers of 

stronger experiences, including BDSM. 

Last year, ‘The Lovers’ was translated 

into another language, so it is currently 

available in three language versions: 

Polish, English and French.

Krakow, Poland - The creators of ‘The 

Lovers’ announced a new version of 

the game ‘The Lovers Stories – Ro-

mantic’ level. The second ‘Hardcore’ 

level will be released in 2024. ‘Stories’ 

is a new release of ‘The Lovers’ game 

series, where partners take on different 

roles that they have to play with each 

other. Eroticism, passion, perversion 

and surprise are the basic assumptions 

of ‘The Lovers’ series, also in the ‘Sto-

ries’ version. ‘Stories’ is the next versi-

on of the series. This time, the partners 

play the characters of erotic stories. 

Prague, Czech Republic - Lola Games is thrilled to unveil the Sunset Collec-

tion, a new line of vibrators designed to elevate pleasure and satisfaction.

 
The Sunset Collection

‚The Lovers - Stories‘

Introducing Lola Games’  new bendable ,  l iquid s i l icone v ibrators
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novative strap-on variations have been 

crafted, incorporating highly requested 

features and designed to be size-inclu-

sive, ensuring comfort, durability, and 

an unparalleled experience with every 

use. The combination of premium ma-

terials and inventive designs introduces 

a fresh perspective to strap-ons, ele-

vating them beyond similar products. 

In addition to the new strap-ons, the 

Sportsheets brand and Saffron Collecti-

on unveil nine captivating items, delving 

into core aspects of BDSM and Kink. 

Through extensive research and 

insightful conversations with both 

customers and consumers, Sports-

heets has devoted considerable 

thought, time, and energy to meet the 

most sought-after features in today’s 

market. This dedication is evident in a 

novel approach to product develop-

ment, setting a new standard that prio-

ritizes quality and user experience, from 

the initial glance to the first application. 

Among the fourteen new items, the 

focus is on the end consumer. Five in-

blending sleek design with ground-

breaking features. Many URBAN toys 

feature a stimulating function that 

delicately tickles, targeting the clitoris, 

G-spot, penis, and scrotum. Aligned 

with modern environmental consci-

ousness, every URBAN product is 

elegantly packaged in a luxurious 

carton gift box, free from  

unnecessary plastic. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - ToyJoy 

proudly present the URBAN col-

lection, an innovative line of luxury 

pleasure products that heralds a new 

era in self-indulgence. This collection 

is exclusively available at SCALA. 

URBAN is dedicated to those who 

savor every aspect of life. Tailored for 

successful, sophisticated individuals, 

URBAN toys epitomize luxury by 

Cerritos, USA - Sportsheets is thrilled to announce the unveiling of 14  

exciting additions to its product lineup. These new offerings are not merely 

about materials and features; they embody a commitment to understanding 

the desires of consumers and the pleasure these products bring.

Sportsheets announces  
fourteen new products

ToyJoy introduces URBAN:  
A new era in luxury pleasure products

Presentat ion at  the ANME Show
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unique experiences. From exotic 

fragrances to refreshing flavors, this 

oil adds a distinctive sensory touch 

to the experience. It is completely 

gluten-free, paraben-free, sugar-free, 

and free from colorants, making it a 

safe choice for all skin types, even the 

most sensitive ones. It is important to 

highlight that this massage oil is com-

patible with latex condoms, making it 

the ideal choice for couples who want 

to practice safe activities and enjoy 

intimacy without worries. 

Its unique formula gently warms upon 

contact with the skin, generating a 

pleasant sensation of warmth that 

helps relieve tension and accumu-

lated stress in the muscles. The 

Premium Warming Massage Oil is not 

only a massage oil but also a versatile 

and multifunctional product. It can 

be used as massage oil, intimate 

lubricant, and body oil to keep our 

skin soft and hydrated. BRUMA offers 

a wide range of delicious flavors, 

allowing couples to explore and enjoy 

are all unique in that they ignite that 

desire to play and to go outside of 

the ‘normal’ boudoir look.  Allure’s 

ethos has always been to design 

pieces that will not only mesmerize 

the consumer, but will have an impec-

cable fit that is also comfortable. 

Fine-tuned attention to detail, through 

fabric, fit and detachable elements 

which allow everyone to switch up 

the look with a snap. 

Mississauga, Canada - Allure will debut 

its 2024 collections at the Altitude show 

in Las Vegas. The lingerie brand spun 

a new tale of fantasy wear with gor-

geous silhouettes, that beg to be worn 

every day. Why hide the ‘good stuff’ 

for a special day? Allure curated a feel 

of utter glamour & sexiness, with an 

exciting mix of options so everyone 

can choose their look to be dreamy, 

or have a rock star edge. The styles 

Carmona, Spain - The Premium Warming Massage Oil with flavors from the 

BRUMA brand is presented in an elegant 100 ml bottle, and has been crea-

ted to provide a unique and sensual experience, offering a relaxing and sti-

mulating massage with a touch of warmth that makes it even more special.

 
BRUMA Premium Warming Massage Oil

Allure Lingerie debuts its SS 2024 collection

New at  Dreamlove
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ensuring utmost respect for your 

information. / Total Compatibility: Enjoy 

control and connection seamlessly 

on both Apple and Android devices. 

/ Quick Download: Find ActiveJoy on 

the App Store or Google Play, and 

one-click download brings pleasure to 

your fingertips. ./ Constant Updates: 

Experience improvement with regu-

lar updates – new features, modes, 

and compatibility with the latest iOS/

Android versions. / European Servers: 

Your security matters. Our app is hos-

ted on European servers, ensuring a 

controlled and secure environment.  

/ Available for many Intoyou toys,  

distributed International Lovecherry

The features of ActiveJoy are: 

Maximum Confidentiality: Securely 

explore your desires without notifica-

tions or storing personal data. / Total 

Control in Local Mode: Handle erotic 

toys like a remote control. Adjust 

intensity, speed and vibration patterns 

effortlessly. / Global Remote Connec-

tion: Break geographical barriers! 

Authorize your partner worldwide to 

control toys through the app. / Diverse 

Interaction Modes: From automatic 

modes to touch control, sync with 

music, or a partner of your choice. 

/ GDPR Compliant: Your privacy 

is sacred. Our app strictly follows 

European data protection regulations, 

Alicante, Spain - With their new app ActiveJoy International Lovecherry  

is redefining pleasure. 

 
International Lovecherry presents ActiveJoy
Avai lable for  many Intoyou toys ,
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2023 title releases. Included are 

world-famous studios such as  

Seventeen, Wicked, Gender X,  

Pinko T-girls, Abby Winters and 

many others. For more information  

please visit www.erodeals.eu

Zeewolde, The Netherlands - Ero-

deals is excited to announce the 

new ‘2024 DVD pack catalo-

gue’ with in total of 82 different 

packs varying from budget packs 

to bestsellers and packs with late 

Erodeals presents the 2024 DVD Packs catalogue
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I once overheard a very well-known 

and experienced manufacturer sales 

manager say, “No one cares about 

porn stars anymore.” As it turns out, 

her comment was only half correct. 

Though the days of Jenna Jameson 

and Ron Jeremy-level, mainstream 

recognition are nearly gone, porn stars 

still have a fair amount of influence on 

adult retail consumers. Would major 

brand creators like Doc Johnson, 

Satisfyer Men, and Fleshlight bother 

with the costs of turning out porn-

themed product lines if they didn‘t sell? 

Of course not. “Porn stars were the 

original influencers, long before the 

term was coined. They have rabid fan 

bases who spend money on their 

content, buy them gifts, wait hours in 

line to get a picture with them, and will 

support any product or line with their 

name on it,” says Tim Ferencz, US 

West Coast Regional Manager at 

System JO. “Plus, you have a built-in 

marketing machine with talent, as they 

are usually experts at promoting 

themselves on social media.” Similarly, 

pop into an anonymous, online forum 

for sex toy enthusiasts and beginners 

alike, and you‘ll see lots of toy seekers 

asking questions like, “Who makes this 

tentacle dildo I saw in a porn video?” 

Retailers are confirming the trickle-

down effect from porn to toy shops, 

especially at the brick-and-mortar level 

where consumers have the opportunity 

to ask someone in-the-know. 

“Customers come into our stores 

asking for these specific, branded toys 

by names that celebs or porn stars 

promote. I see this as a win-win for us,” 

says Loretta Goodling, Novelty and 

Lingerie Buyer at Excitement stores in 

Pennsylvania, USA. “It brings a possible 

new customer into our stores and we 

have a chance to give them amazing 

customer service and knowledge.” And 

in conclusion, Goodling finds such 

product lines are essential to business: 

“If we don‘t stock some of these 

products, I fear we could lose a 

customer.”

They have been 

around forever: vib-

rators, masturbators, 

strokers, etc. that are 

modelled after the 

genitalia of porn stars. 

And while some think 

that the market has 

evolved beyond such 

collaborations, many 

still swear by the 

appeal of well-known 

faces (and other  

body parts.)

F E A T U R E

 
To each their own
Can porn  s ta r s  compe l  consumers  to  buy  ce r ta in  sex  toys?

Yes

Colleen Godin, 
EAN U.S. Correspondent
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No

 
To each their own

I don’t quite agree with the statement  

that the era of the big porn stars is over. 

There still are big stars today, the differen-

ce being that their stardom is not so much 

based on their films anymore (as was the 

case in the past) but more on their internet 

presence. That said, the internet is a 

fast-paced place, meaning that new stars 

soar as quickly as existing ones descend 

into irrelevance. There are more opportuni-

ties and channels than ever to have a 

breakthrough moment, but consumers 

also move on much quicker. Obviously, 

this can be a big problem if you want to 

create a connection between a star and 

the consumers. Or between the consu-

mers and a product bearing the likeness  

of a porn star. On a side note, I have 

always had the impression that this type 

 of star cult is much stronger in the United 

States than in Europe. I would really be 

interested to know the sales figures of 

porn star-branded products in our climes, 

and I’d be willing to bet that these pro-

ducts sell much better in the States than 

hereabouts. What’s more, the market and 

the products therein have 

evolved quite a bit over the 

course of the past ten to 20 

years. Long gone are the days 

when scantily clad flesh was 

prominently displayed on toy 

boxes, and realistic-looking  

toys are not really the flavour  

of the month anymore. Which 

 is not to say that there isn’t a 

place for these products in the 

market because there definitely 

is. Take a look at the shelves of 

your local sex toy retailer and 

you will doubtlessly find those 

types of products – as well as 

the types of products we are 

discussing here. However, they 

are not dominating the conver-

sation. At the end of the day, 

there are many desires and 

prefences and many options to 

satisfy them. Variety is the spice 

of life, they say. But they also 

say that the times keep chan-

ging – and so does the market.

Matthias Johnson, 
editor in chief
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At Little Leaf Agency, we pride 

ourselves on working with brands 

that acknowledge and celebrate all 

identities, orientations, and experi-

ences. These values are something 

we consider throughout all communi-

cation channels with a single goal: to 

contribute to a more compassionate 

society and ensure every customer, 

potential or existing, feels seen  

and heard.

Sexual wellness brands – or at least 

the brands we work with – under-

stand that this industry is unique 

to each individual and transcends 

cultural, gender, and age boundar-

ies. To ensure we are inclusive of all, 

we need to recognize and honor the 

entire spectrum of sexual orientations 

and gender identities that exist or 

may exist in the future. 

We understand that a one-size-fits-all 

approach could potentially be harmful 

to some audiences, and whenever 

we consider a new product release, 

initiative, or any other project, it’s 

important to be mindful of all potential 

audiences to ensure that some don’t 

feel left out and hence unworthy of 

a product or brand messaging. This 

will ensure that our conversations and 

The sexual wellness landscape is ever-changing, giving us – its 

voice – an opportunity to teach and help reshape perspectives 

while rethinking outdated practices. Not just within PR but for 

all industries, it is becoming increasingly crucial to provide a 

space that embraces diversity and inclusion. 

A  co lumn by  Ka th ryn  Bybe rg

Embracing and Ensuring Diversity  
and Inclusion in Sexual Wellness PR

Kathryn Byberg, Managing Director 
and Founder of Little Leaf PR 
Agency (www.littleleaf.agency) 
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messaging resonate with the vast array of 

individuals navigating their sexual journeys.

A big step toward inclusivity involves 

redefining the narratives around sexual 

education. It is vital to move forward from 

outdated norms and provide comprehen-

sive, inclusive sex education and sexual 

products that reflect and celebrate human 

diversity, so you can understand our frus-

tration when large companies deplatform 

our products and services. 

It is vital for us to think outside of the box 

when it comes to sex education because, 

unfortunately for us and the brands we 

work with, it can be impossible to share 

this information out there when simple 

words such as ‘Sex’ and ‘Pleasure’ are 

seen as taboo. This is why at Little Leaf, 

we put ourselves in the forefront of these 

conversations and celebrations of all by 

attending events that celebrate sexuality in 

all its forms, such as the Sexual Freedom 

Awards, The UK Fetish Awards, EroFame, 

and many more. 

By promoting and supporting diverse rep-

resentations throughout our conversations, 

we, along with our clients and audience, 

can fight back against harmful stereotypes 

and create a bias-free narrative within 

the sexual wellness world. We know that 

individuals from all walks of life should be 

able to see themselves reflected positively 

and feel that they were thoroughly consid-

ered during the development process of 

the products we share. We are proud to 

work with companies that make products 

for people with disabilities, prioritize social 

media content that’s accessible to the 

visually or audibly impaired, and more. 

Considering all possible cultures, genders, 

races, and abilities in our messaging is 

not just a box to tick. It’s a gateway to a 

healthier, more inclusive, and safer society. 

Challenging and erasing old stereotypes 

is a mission that Little Leaf Agency and all 

of our clients take seriously.  A person’s 

sense of acceptance and belonging in 

society has a huge impact on their mental 

health, so by creating an environment that 

celebrates them, we are teaching others to 

value and respect each other, regardless 

of sexual orientation, gender identity, or 

cultural background.

Of course, embracing diversity and  

ensuring inclusion is a collective respon-

sibility, but here at Little Leaf, we try our 

hardest to teach others to do the same 

through our PR and Marketing efforts.  

It’s time to challenge the norms and em-

brace a more inclusive vision of  

sexual well-being for all.
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Insights from Behavioural Data and 

Feedback Strategies

Behavioural data encompasses any 

action a visitor takes while interacting 

with your website, including what 

they view, where they click, modi-

fications made, and the time spent 

engaging with different sections. 

This comprehensive dataset not only 

unveils user actions but also delves 

into the underlying reasons and 

motivations driving their behaviour. 

By analysing and understanding your 

users’ behaviour, you gain access to 

valuable information, allowing you to 

identify patterns, comprehend user 

In our marketing agency, we focus 

on using real data to make better 

decisions for both ourselves and 

our clients. We believe every action 

a visitor takes on a website can tell 

us something important. This helps 

us shape our strategies and assist 

our clients in turning casual website 

visitors into loyal customers. Let’s 

reveal how understanding human 

behaviour is key to improving your 

website’s effectiveness and optimise 

its performance through Conversion 

Rate Optimisation (CRO).

A  co lumn by  Lau ren  Ba i l ey

Boost E-commerce Revenue: Quick Tips  
for Transforming with Behavioural Insights 

Lauren Bailey, Client 
Account Manager 
at Sciart Marketing 
(www.sciart.io) 
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preferences, and make informed decisions 

to enhance the overall user experience 

and optimise your digital strategies and 

activations.

You can utilise functionality such as 

heatmaps to pinpoint areas of frequent 

user interaction and collect user feedback 

through surveys.

It’s worth bearing in mind that whilst user 

feedback is invaluable for refining your 

website’s user experience, it’s crucial to 

recognise its inherent subjectivity. Directly 

questioning users poses a risk that their 

responses may unintentionally align with 

perceived expectations, thus introducing 

potential bias. This underscores the im-

portance of combining qualitative insights 

with quantitative data to ensure a com-

prehensive understanding of your users’ 

behaviour.

Collectively, these measures, in a priva-

cy friendly way, not only reveal areas for 

improvement but also assist in determining 

which changes can yield the most signifi-

cant impact with minimal effort.

Conversion Rate Optimisation

Conversion Rate Optimisation (CRO) is the 

natural progression after identifying your 

site’s strengths, pinpointing pain points, 

and understanding your customers’ needs 

through behavioural analysis. The primary 

aim is to encourage more users to take 

desired actions on your website, be it 

making a purchase, signing up for a ser-

vice, or completing a form. If your website 

attracts thousands of visitors each day but 

achieves a low conversion rate, it signals 

an opportunity for improvement – precisely 

what CRO is designed to address!

Goal Setting

Whether your objective is to boost sales, 

enhance user engagement, or improve 

website usability, defining this goal lays the 

foundation for creating effective strategies 

and accurately measuring success. For 

instance, when conducting an A/B test 

and formulating a hypothesis, having a 

well-defined goal makes it easier to drive 

the right outcome and to review the results 

once you’ve accumulated enough data for 

a (statistically significant) outcome.

Optimising for Achieving Goals

We partnered with a sexual wellness client 

aiming to boost profits and expand their 

brand globally. After reviewing analytics 

data, we observed that although visi-

tors spent considerable time on product 

pages, they often left without making a 

purchase. To address this, we introduced 

social proof through subtle nudges like 
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pop-ups displaying recent purchases. 

This simple change significantly increased 

revenue by over 8%, building trust and 

influencing purchasing decisions by show-

casing the popularity of products among 

fellow shoppers. The introduction of these 

social proof elements played a pivotal role 

in influencing purchasing decisions by 

instilling a sense of trust — if others are 

buying it, then it must be worthwhile.

Optimising User Experience:  

A/B Testing

Another client’s website featured ‘Buy 

Now’ buttons, reminiscent of Apple Pay- 

which had the potential to discourage 

users from exploring other products and 

give them the impression of making instant 

purchases. ‘Buy Now’ often conveys final-

ity, signalling the initiation of the purchase 

journey with no need for further reconsid-

eration. To address this perception, we 

conducted A/B testing, comparing ‘Buy 

Now’ against ‘Add to Cart’. The distinction 

lies in the psychological impact—’Add to 

Cart’ suggests the start of the purchase 

journey, offering users a sense of flexibility 

and control. The results revealed a signif-

icant 22.56% improvement in less than 

3 weeks, by visitors adding a product to 

their cart, instead of taking no action at 

all. This demonstrates that even subtle 

changes, such as modifying call-to- 

action buttons, can have a profound 

impact on user experience and overall 

business performance.

Visual Storytelling: Enhancing Product 

Images for Optimal Performance

When was the last time you took a step 

back to assess your website’s images? 

While a clean backdrop is often the default 

for showcasing products, research under-

scores the pivotal role of colour in eliciting 

emotions that drive purchasing decisions. 

For a sex toy brand seeking an edge, 

consider a multivariate test. Experiment-

ing with neutral or natural backgrounds 

can highlight sustainability. Introducing 

a human touch, like a hand holding the 

product, may seem subtle but holds im-

mense potential, boosting the likelihood of 

a purchase by 16%. This strategy taps into 

the psychology of Ownership Bias, where 

people value items more when they feel a 

sense of possession. It’s not merely about 
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displaying the product; it’s about construct-

ing a compelling narrative and forging a 

connection through thoughtful visual repre-

sentation.

Emotional Resonance: Crafting Compel-

ling Product Descriptions

Another example is that we assisted a sex-

ual wellness client whose primary customer 

base is men. Initially, their product descrip-

tions were highly technical. To enhance the 

connection with customers, we conducted 

an experiment by adjusting some descrip-

tions to focus more on the emotional expe-

rience of using the product. This approach 

resulted in an impressive 52.51% increase 

in sales, highlighting the significant power of 

connecting with customers on a personal 

and emotional level.

Looking Forward: Iterative Learning and 

Cumulative Gains

As the digital landscape becomes increas-

ingly crowded with brands sharing your 

space, these adjustments mark just the 

beginning. Conversion Rate Optimisation 

(CRO) hinges on understanding how 

users interact with your website and 

making incremental changes to enhance 

their experience, ultimately impacting 

sales positively. Keep in mind that even 

the subtlest modifications can wield a 

profound impact on your brand’s suc-

cess. The examples we’ve shared offer 

a glimpse into the potential transfor-

mations awaiting your brand through 

deliberate adjustments.

It’s crucial to underscore that CRO  

experiments represent an ongoing  

learning curve. Don’t hesitate to  

experiment with your ideas but ensure  

a clear goal and hypothesis for thorough 

analysis when concluding the experi-

ment. Celebrate successes and glean 

insights from failures! Keep a tally of  

your cumulative gains; it serves as a  

testament to the significance of CRO 

and the continual value it can provide 

with each experiment. This iterative  

approach will aid in optimising your  

website and refining the user experience, 

all rooted in data and analytics.
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Only in 2005 did researchers dis-

cover that the clitoris is just the tip 

of a much bigger organ, 85% of 

which is inside the human body. 

Over the last few years, different 

studies have increasingly taken a 

critical look at the female orgasm, 

and discovered that the orgasm 

itself and its intensity is heavily de-

pendent on the type of stimulation. 

Only 37% of women orgasm during 

vaginal intercourse, but women 

reliably orgasm if clitoral stimulation 

is an integral part of sex. Lifestyle 

magazines are increasingly cover-

ing this in articles – particularly in 

relation to what is known as the 

‘orgasm gap’. This refers to the 

discrepancy between the frequency 

men orgasm (around 95% of the 

time) compared to women. The 

media are increasingly discussing 

clitoral stimulation and clitoral or-

gasms. The adult industry has been 

pioneers in this area for years now, 

At least half of the world’s popula-

tion have a clitoris, yet it is still to 

be one of the least researched and 

underrepresented organs in the 

human body in western medicine, 

science and sex education.

C l i to ra l  s t imu la t i on  –  Not  to  be  unde res t imated  fo r  f ema le  o rgasms

 
What’s happening in adult retail
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offering a whole spectrum of sex toys 

and products for clitoral stimulation. With 

great success. It pays for retailers to sell 

a variety of different products. But what 

is worth selling? 

 

Aid for clitoral orgasms

The good news for retailers is that there 

is an abundance of products that are 

perfect for supplying curious custom-

ers, while also boosting both sales and 

customer satisfaction. There are a variety 

of sex toys available that can be used 

to stimulate the clitoris. Whether that’s 

suction vibrators that either stimulate 

isolated areas or the entire clitoris with 

different intense vibrations, or clit suck-

ers that are placed on the clitoris, and 

even pressure wave vibrators: the variety 

of toys leave nothing to be desired. Stim-

ulating gels are the perfect addition to 

these toys, with an ever-growing number 

available on the market. Different flavours, 

intensities, fragrances and textures offer 

something for every taste. However, it is 

extremely important that they are wa-

ter-based – otherwise they might damage 

the surface of the sex toys. Water-based 

stimulating gels can be versatile: as part 

of foreplay or oral sex, alone or with a 

partner, and of course with sex toys. As 

you can see, products for clitoral stimula-

tion, whether they are toys or stimulating 

gels, have a huge (sales) potential to re-

spond to current trends as well as extend 

the range on offer.
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V-day is the one day that women 

are supposed to be adored &  

pampered and wooed with choco-

lates, champagne, words that  

make us melt, and lingerie to make 

him melt.  But… as much as it is 

about romance & seduction, it  

has evolved to also be a day for 

friends…’Galentines’.  Both have 

a completely different wardrobe, 

but match on the drink of choice… 

which of course has lots  

of bubbles.

Valentine’s Day. It’s thee day  

that causes the most conflicting 

feelings of the year; women love 

it (I am not referring to the 10% 

who roll their eyes and pretend 

that it’s not important) (*stats  

acquired by my own person-

al polling my friends) and men 

(90%) believe that it is a com-

mercial ‘day’ to make everyone 

spend money.  However…if the 

man has a new girlfriend or is  

in the state of pursuing his love/

lust/fling then we can be abso-

lutely sure that he is doing all  

of the things that make Valen-

tine’s Day the day of loVe,  

loVe & more loVe.

A  co lumn by  Pe l i ne  Ku r tda rcan

  
Love me, love me not…the V-day conundrum

Peline Kurtdarcan, 
Sales Manager 
Allure Lingerie
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If you have a significant other (or poten-

tial other), then garters, baby dolls and 

anything with lots of bodyhugging straps 

are the way to go. If you are going for a 

sweeter romance vibe opt for something 

pink, and if hot & sultry is your mood, 

then go for something red.  We all refer 

to it as the love day, but it is also all 

about flirting & seduction.  Select styles 

with see through fabrics and strategically 

designed cut outs to make the day most 

memorable. Who said lingerie can’t be  

an aphrodisiac?  

Make your Valentine’s day deliciously 

sexy, go all in for everything cliché, do 

the hearts, bold red lipstick, ultra-roman-

tic drippy words of love…and everything 

else unmentionable.  It’s actually the  

perfect opportunity to transcend the 

regular boxes you belong to in  

your daily life.

If you somehow haven’t prepared and 

are scrambling at the last minute, or  

are looking for a little something for a 

casual ‘situation-ship’ then don’t worry, 

you can opt for an ultra risqué panty, 

add some chocolates and still have  

a fabulous V-day.  And lastly… let’s  

not forget that if it weren’t for V-day, 

February would be scandalously  

boring…xoxo
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In addition to MDR-certified personal 

lubricants that guarantee safety for  

all users, pjur is demonstrating that 

the company manufactures top- 

quality cosmetic products as well as 

high-quality medical devices with  

this product launch. 

Female empowerment in a bottle 

pjur WOMAN Lust gives women the 

chance to control their own orgasms 

and get their sex life vibrating, wheth-

er with a partner or alone with a toy. 

There are no limits with pjur WOMAN 

Lust. Using this innovative, stimulating 

gel, women can discover their own 

sensuality, and surpass both their 

own and social limits. This makes  

the product really stand out  

on the market: 

- Water-based formula: This gel   

  works perfectly with erotic toys  

  and is great for ensuring a tingling

   sensation during foreplay and  

  oral sex.

- Long-lasting clitoral stimulation:  

  A tingling sensation that can last  

  up to 15 minutes and longer.

- Stimulating combination of ingredi

  ents: Familiar pjur quality thanks to 

  natural, high-quality ingredients

- Personal experience of desire: The 

   two intensities give different options     

   for clitoral stimulation

Its unique combination of ingredients 

enables pjur WOMAN Lust to provide 

an indescribable, long-lasting expe-

rience with suction toys, oral sex, 

foreplay and other sex games – there 

are no limits to LUST. The two dif-

ferent intensities invite you to experi-

ence the purest form of tingling and 

re-dis- cover your own desire. The 

pump dispenser featuring the new 

brand design is modern and visually 

attractive. The high-quality, practi-

cal packaging makes dosing easy, 

ensuring no product is wasted. Two 

intensity levels are ideal for trying out 

a new experience, and guarantee 

personal, long-lasting clitoral stim-

ulation. “With pjur WOMAN Lust, 

we are consciously extending our 

product portfolio with a cosmetic. In 

addition to our MDR-certified premi-

um personal lubricants, we now also 

offer a top quality ‘Made in Germany’ 

stimulating gel for women. This is a 

clear signal: pjur can do more than 

just personal lubricants – and is 

burning to conquer new fields,”  

says Alexander Giebel, CEO & 

founder of pjur. 

pjur is starting 2024 

with a brilliant product 

launch: pjur WOMAN 

Lust is the first stimu-

lating gel for women 

launched on the market 

by the premium person-

al lubricant manufactur-

er. This new premium 

product expands pjur’s 

portfolio and conquers 

the market for female 

stimulation products. 

p ju r  WOMAN Lus t  and  p ju r  WOMAN Lus t  I n tense  he ra ld  a  revo lu t i on  on  the  adu l t  market 

  
pjur sets new standard for clitoral orgasms

 

  

NEW

The Clitoral Orgasm Revolution

NEW

sensational, long lasting
clitoral stimulation

intense, long lasting
clitoral stimulation
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André, you’ve often been in the 

headlines of the trade press, and 

now, at the start of the year, you’ve 

surprised us again - this time with 

a big career leap. How does it feel 

to be a CEO? 

André Visser: Yes, I’m very privi-

leged to have worked with wonderful 

companies and people these past 

years, so apparently that kept me 

in the headlines. The good thing is 

that I have picked up new things and 

learned from every single company; 

that made me very versatile, shaping 

who I am today. This last chapter is 

the cherry on the cake, and I look 

forward to working in this new role 

as CEO of the company. O-Products 

and the people who work there are a 

warm bath, and they give me lots of 

energy as I strive to make this anoth-

er success, together with the team 

and the clients. 

 

You joining O-Products as their 

new CEO - how exactly did this 

come about? 

André: O-Products has already been 

around for 13 years, and Joop and 

Nick Visser have worked together 

2024 has only just begun, and we already have a big man-

agement change to report as André Visser is now the CEO of 

O-Products. In our interview, André tells us about his motiva-

tion to join the company, his plans for the future of O- 

Products, and what this latest milestone in his 25-year  

career in the industry means to him on a personal level. 

André  V i s se r  i s  the  new CEO  o f  O -P roducts

 O-Products, Joop and Nick make me very welcome 
and comfortable and support me the fullest.”
“

André Visser and 
Joop Visser
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very closely throughout all those years. Till 

now, both were happy with the way things 

were going, but they also wanted to take 

the next step to grow the company. As 

Joop decided to concentrate more on the 

internal processes, they needed someone 

who could take care of the rest and be 

the running man and be on the barricade 

when necessary. So, I was very honoured 

when Joop asked me to take this  

special position. 

 

What attracted you to this role at 

O-Products? Which qualities of the 

company ultimately convinced you? For 

instance, did the fact that O-Products 

focuses primarily on niche products 

play a role in your decision? 

André: In my experience, being CEO of a 

great company is what everybody strives 

for when they have worked for a long 

time in the industry… After so many years 

and having had great positions in several 

companies, I consider this my reward for 

working hard and playing hard. The fact 

that O-Products has already been at the 

top in this niche market for such a long 

time made the choice even easier. I knew 

that this role was the perfect next step for 

me. The market power O-Products already 

has, combined with the knowledge I 

amassed in the past 25 year, will make this 

a big success. The good thing with a niche 

market is that it is a stable market, and we 

have a very loyal customer base. The im-

plementation of global customer strategies 

and systems in the company will make the 

difference as we take the next step.

 

And looking at it from O-Products’ 

perspective, why are you the perfect 

choice for this important position? 

André: You are the right man for a posi-

tion when you go the extra mile without 

complaining. Beside that, our surnames - 

Visser - matched, we feel very connected, 

and we all have a no-nonsense mentality. 

O-Products is already a well-respected 

company in our industry, and they only 

needed a person who had the same phi-

losophy and a wider view on things.

 

Of course, everyone knows what a  

CEO generally does, but can you tell 

us more about your specific tasks and 

responsibilities at O-Products? 

André: My responsibilities are leading 

this company to success as we open a 

new chapter, achieving the results we’re 

looking for, creating an awesome working 
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environment, being one of the team,  

expanding our customer base, assort-

ment, and turnover... So, long story short: 

My job is doing EVERYTHING to make  

the company a success.

 

What are you most excited about as the 

new CEO of O-Products? 

André: The most exciting thing for me as 

CEO is to be involved at all levels of the 

company, which is great. It’s nice to know 

all aspects of the company, be it ware-

housing, marketing, back office, sales… 

That’s why I started the first week of the 

year in the warehouse - to discover how 

the processes work and to be one of the 

team … Next stop was the marketing 

department and so on till I had the DNA of 

O-Products running through my veins. 

 

 

Your successful career in our industry 

already spans 25 years. To what extent 

will that experience help you in your 

new role at O-Products? 

André: As said earlier, I was very lucky and 

privileged to work in and with such great 

companies and people before, and I had 

great teachers along the way. That made 

me who I am today, and it will definitely 

help me in my new role at O-Products. But 

I can also still fall back on Joop and Nick, 

who are still around in the company. 

O-Products has its 
headquarters in Schiedam, 
near Rotterdam in the 
Netherlands 
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What does leadership mean to you  

and what characterizes your  

leadership style?

André: Leadership is to be on the barri-

cade, to be in the front row, be human, be 

one of the team, be a team player. I love to 

be part of a team and make thing happen 

together, so my leadership style is not 

about me doing it alone. We have to do it 

together, with my team but also with our 

clients. I listen to them and then find the 

right way to dance together. After all,  

it takes two to tango. But it’s nice to 

choose the path you want to take and  

be responsible for the goals you pursue 

with the team. 

 

What ideas, plans, etc. do you want to 

implement in your new position?

André: The company runs smoothly as  

it is today, so I will look it day-by-day to 

see if we need to change things. I have 

more than enough ideas and plans, but 

first things first. I can however promise  

that we will have changes and surprises  

coming this year.

 

Will there be any major changes  

in the company’s strategy under  

your leadership? Or will you stick to  

incremental improvements, optimiza-

tion, and fine-tuning? If so, where  

do you see potential for  

improvement?

Andre can be reached via 
phone (0031 6 29506505) or 
e-mail: andre@oproducts.eu
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André: As I said in my previous answer, 

we will start with just running the company 

the way it has been running before. Fine-

tune and optimisation will be part of that, 

but only if this is necessary. Never change 

a winning team. But we will definitely  

stay on the ball.  

 

What opportunities do you see for 

O-Products in the coming years - or 

put differently: Where will O-Products’s 

journey take the company in this  

constantly changing market? 

André: We will continue to be flexible 

and listen to our customers. We will build 

on our KIOTOS lines and fill gaps in the 

market. The great thing about O-Products 

is that we are pretty niche, and that is a 

more stable market than mainstream. That 

said, we also have plans to expand in the 

mainstream market and we will add to our 

assortment, offering a wider selection of 

our own and third-party brands. That will 

help us grow and become a one-stop-

shop in the coming years. 

 

How do you feel about this big career 

step on a personal level? Have you now 

reached your ultimate goal? Was this 

step a logical consequence of your 

long career in our industry? Or are  

you simply reaping the rewards of  

25 years of hard work? 

André: This last career move feels  

like the right fit after I have done pretty 

much everything you can do in this  

industry over the course of 25 years  

of hard work. This definitely feels like 

I have reached a big goal, although I 

always keep an open mind. O-Products, 

Joop, and Nick make me feel very wel-

come and support me to the fullest. I’m 

still very eager to learn, but also to teach 

the people what I know. I have always 

reached my goals through hard work. No 

9 to 5 mentality - go for what you dream 

of. I want to be that superhero for my  

kids and show them that hard work  

pays off. 

For more information about  
O-Products, visit www.oproducts.eu
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For those who have not yet had 

their hands on your new product, 

Pulse Galaxie, and especially the 

starlight projector built into its 

charging dock - how exactly  

does it work and what can the  

consumer do with it? 

Maybritt Carstensen: Pulse Galax-

ie is our innovative Pulse Toy with a 

built-in starlight projector. You can 

explore 5 suction modes with the 

premium silicone nozzle for intense 

orgasms. The base doubles as a 

charging station and a captivating 

starlight projector, setting the mood 

for an extraordinary experience.

 

How did you come up with the  

idea of combining a starlight  

projector with a sex toy? 

Maybritt: The concept of merging 

a starlight projector with a sex toy 

stems for our vision to seamlessly 

blend physical stimulation with a  

sensual atmosphere. Enter Pulse  

Galaxie, stimulating not only the  

senses but also transforming your 

space into a celestial haven - a 

unique fusion of passion  

and innovation. 

Ambiance and atmosphere undoubtedly play an important role 

in setting the mood for sexual pleasure, and thanks to SVAKOM, 

you can now enjoy the feeling of being under the stars wherever 

you use Pulse Galaxie, their latest product. This illusion is creat-

ed by the starlight projector embedded in the charging station 

of the product. Here to tell us more about this unique feature 

- and the other stellar qualities of Pulse Galaxie - is Maybritt 

Carstensen, Key Account Manager for Europe at SVAKOM.

Pu l se  Ga lax i e  –  SVAKOM wants  you  to  en joy  sexua l  p leasu re  unde r  the  s ta r s

 The true value of a toy is  
determined by the customer’s experience.”
“

Maybritt Carstensen, 
Key Account Manager 
for Europe at SVAKOM
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How difficult was it to realise this idea? 

What problems did you encounter 

during the development and  

production process? 

Maybritt: Balancing elegance, functional-

ity, and travel-friendliness without compro-

mising on sophistication was the biggest 

challenge to us – especially the integration 

of the projector.  I’m pleased to say we 

mastered this challenge with flying colors. 

 

In your official press release, it says 

that Pulse Galaxie combines ‘sexual 

pleasure with homeware’. Sex toys 

seem to have long since arrived in the 

mainstream and enjoy a high level of 

acceptance in society. Is a discreet  

look still an important criterion?

Maybritt: In recent years, our industry 

has strived to bring sex toys into the 

mainstream, and while progress has been 

made, we believe the journey is ongoing. 

We acknowledge that the path ahead is 

yet to reach its pinnacle, but we remain 

dedicated to redefining perceptions and 

setting new standards in the world of  

pleasure and sophistication.

 

Are you targeting a specific audience 

with Pulse Galaxie? 
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Maybritt: While the Pulse toy is  

designed specifically for woman, the  

accompanying projector extends its 

appeal universally. Intended for anyone 

seeking to create a beautiful ambiance, 

the projector invites everyone to  

experience the enchantment  

of Pulse Galaxie.

 

When sex toys have features that are 

not directly in service of stimulation, 

there is often criticism, with people  

saying such features offer no added 

value for the consumer. What is  

your response?

Maybritt: The true value of a toy is  

determined by the customer’s experi-

ence. Pulse Galaxie, crafted for direct 

clitoral stimulation, goes beyond with  

its inclusive design. The accompanying 

projector adds a sensual atmosphere. 

We believe everyone has the right  

to explore pleasure without  

societal stigmas.

 

The Pulse Galaxie had its big  

premiere at eroFame 2023. What  

feedback did you get at the event?

Maybritt: eroFame saw the debut of our 

prototype, and the innovative projector 

stole the spotlight. Presented next our 

established Pulse Toys, Pulse Galaxie 

captivated the imagination of our cus-

tomers and partners.  
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Released in December 2023, it marks a 

new era of pleasure, proving that there is 

always space for new innovations.

 

Obviously, Pulse Galaxie has more to 

offer than the starlight projector inte-

grated in the charging dock. What can 

you tell us about the other features  

of the product? 

Maybritt: Highlights of Pulse Galaxie 

include: Pulse Technology with 5 suction 

modes and 5 intensities, a built-in light 

projection offering a starry display in 3 

modes, customization and long-distance 

control via app on a Bluetooth-enabled 

device, battery indicator lights and 

USB-C rechargeable dock, memory 

function resuming on the last suction 

mode used, and travel lock to prevent 

accidental turn-ons in between uses.

Pulse Galaxie can be used with the 

SVAKOM app. What possibilities  

does this create for the user?

Maybritt: In the SVAKOM app, the  

user can create individual pulse  

patterns, choose from existing stimula-

tion modes and also select a mode  

for the projector and adjust the bright-

ness. Further information on the  

SVAKOM app can be found here: 

https://connexionseries.com/svakom-

app-guide.html.

 

Which distributors and wholesalers 

can interested retailers turn to if  

they want to order Pulse Galaxie?

Maybritt: Pulse Galaxie can be  

ordered from our official distributor,  

Eropartner.
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Were you surprised that our market 

performed so well in 2023 despite 

the many crises we currently have  

in the world? 

Mario Romero: Well, to be honest, 

there have been no significant surpris-

es in 2023 as the growth has been ex-

actly as expected since the beginning 

of the year. We are extremely pleased 

to have achieved the billing goals set 

at the beginning of the year (2023). We 

reached the expected growth and are 

happy to be able to increase our staff. 

Currently, we have a total of 84 direct 

employees and 46 indirect ones, and 

we continue to grow with professional 

individuals and efficient teams.

The year 2023 was a year of many 

internal changes at Dreamlove. We 

made adjustments to our organiza-

tional structure, implemented new 

marketing strategies, and strength-

What are the biggest 

challenges companies 

in the sex toy market are 

faced with right now? 

How do the ongoing 

international crises 

affect our industry? And 

when will we finally see 

the prophesied golden 

age of sex toys every-

body was talking about 

during the pandemic? 

EAN and Mario Romero, 

co-founder and CEO of 

Dreamlove, seeks to an-

swer these questions in 

our interview. Moreover, 

Mario sheds light on the 

changes his company 

underwent in 2023 and 

his plans for 2024.

Mar io  Romero ,  co - founde r  and  CEO  o f  D reamlove ,  t a l ks  ab out  the  market  i n  2023/2024

 We are excited about the possibilities  
and the potential for growth and success.”
“

Mario Romero, 
co-founder and 
CEO of Dreamlove
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ened our business partnerships. All of this 

has allowed us to stand firm despite  

external adversities.

It is important to note that our success has 

not been the result of chance but of hard 

work and a clear vision of where we want 

to go as a company. From the beginning 

of the year, we stayed focused on our 

goals and made wise decisions to adapt to 

changing circumstances.

In this regard, we bet on innovation and the 

digitization of our processes. We invested 

in cutting-edge technology and trained our 

team to meet current challenges. Thanks to 

this, we managed to optimize our opera-

tional efficiency and provide better service 

to our customers.

Furthermore, we placed special emphasis 

on strengthening our relationship with exist-

ing customers and acquiring new ones. We 

developed loyalty strategies and improved 

our communication channels to be clos-

er to them. This allowed us to maintain a 

strong customer portfolio and establish 

lasting relationships based on  

mutual trust.

In summary, 2023 was a successful year 

for Dreamlove. Despite the crises that have 

shaken the world, we have managed to 

stand firm and achieve our goals. We are 

proud of our growth and of contributing to 

the economic development of our region.

We will continue working with the same 

passion and dedication to keep growing in 

the future. We are convinced that, with our 

human team and strategic vision, we will 

continue to surprise ourselves and achieve 

new milestones in the coming years. 

Thanks to everyone who has been part  

of this success!

 

In your opinion, what were the reasons 

for the resilience of our market? 

Mario: Certainly, the resilience of our market 

needs to improve due to several factors. 

One of the main reasons is the serious prob-

lem that Europe faces with the invasion of 

international companies from outside Europe 

selling in Europe. This issue has been a 

significant concern for the European mar-

ket, as it has led to a rise in inflation and the 

EURIBOR interest rate, which has affected 

many families.

In recent years, inflation has become the 

main problem in Europe. As prices con-

tinue to rise, it has caused a slowdown in 

the economy across all countries. This has 

created a global sense of a halt in all sectors, 
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making it crucial for Europe to find ways  

to address this issue.

Furthermore, the invasion of Chinese or 

American suppliers selling in European 

marketplaces poses a great challenge to 

Europe. These international companies have 

a competitive advantage, which can threaten 

local industries and businesses. In order to 

protect our market, it is essential for Europe 

to take measures to counter this invasion.

One way to tackle this challenge is by 

implementing protective measures for our 

market. Strong markets always protect their 

own industries and businesses from external 

threats. Europe needs to adopt policies that 

restrict the entry of foreign suppliers and 

ensure fair competition within the market. 

This will help safeguard the interests of local 

businesses and prevent the dominance of 

international companies.

Additionally, Europe must focus on pro-

moting and supporting its own industries. 

By investing in research and development, 

innovation, and technology, we can enhance 

the competitiveness of our local businesses. 

This will enable them to withstand the com-

petition from international companies and 

maintain a strong position in the market.

Moreover, collaboration and cooperation 

among European countries are crucial in 

facing this challenge. By working together, 

we can create a unified front against the 

invasion of foreign suppliers. This can be 

achieved through the establishment of trade 
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agreements, sharing resources and knowl-

edge, and joint efforts to protect  

our market.

In conclusion, the resilience of our market 

hinges on various factors. The invasion of 

international companies from outside Eu-

rope, the rise in inflation, and the EURIBOR 

interest rate have posed significant challeng-

es. To protect our market, Europe must take 

measures to counter the invasion of foreign 

suppliers and promote its own industries. 

Collaboration and cooperation among Eu-

ropean countries are also essential in facing 

this challenge. By adopting these strategies, 

we can ensure the resilience and strength of 

our market in the face of global competition.

 

 

How did Dreamlove brave this turbulent 

global situation in a constantly changing 

market? Are you satisfied with the results 

of the last year?

Mario: At Dreamlove, we put in signifi-

cant work in the previous years. Firstly, to 

adapt to Spain by offering them technology 

solutions, competitive rates, services, and 

training. Our investments have made Spain 

the base country for our business, and we 

are proud to have reached thousands of 

businesses. During the last year, we grew by 

more than 15% in Spain and have a pres-

ence in over 400 physical points.

 

Now let’s look at the road ahead: What 

expectations and hopes does Dreamlove 

have going into the new year? 

Mario: As our name suggests, we are true 

dreamers whose only motivation is creation. 

When it comes to business strategies or 

new product designs, all we want is to think 

about creating something new for our cus-

tomers. The majority of our team members 

are under 35 years old and they have inno-

vative ideas. It’s amazing how the younger 

generations can be. So much potential, 

better education, and at Dreamlove, we are 

constantly attracting talent that contributes.

At Dreamlove, we are always looking for-

ward with great expectations and hopes. We 

believe in the power of innovation and the 

impact it can have on our business and our 

customers. Our goal is to continue growing 

and expanding our reach while also staying 

true to our core values and mission.
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One of our main focuses for the new year is 

to further develop our business strategies. 

We want to ensure that we stay ahead of the 

competition and constantly find new ways 

to improve our products and services. This 

means investing in research and develop-

ment, as well as staying up to date with the 

latest industry trends and technologies.

Another focal point for us is the design of 

our products. We understand that aesthetics 

play a crucial role in attracting customers 

and creating a memorable experience. 

That’s why we are always thinking of new 

and innovative designs that will not only 

meet the needs of our customers but also 

exceed their expectations.

But it’s not just about business and prod-

ucts. We also have high hopes for the per-

sonal growth and development of our team 

members. We believe in investing in our 

employees and providing them with oppor-

tunities to learn and grow. We want to create 

an environment where they can thrive and 

bring their best selves to work every day.

The future looks bright for Dreamlove. We 

are excited about the possibilities and the 

potential for growth and success. We are 

confident that our dedication to innovation 

and our focus on customer satisfaction  

will continue to drive us forward.

As we start the new year, we want to thank 

our customers for their continued sup-

port and trust in our brand. We wouldn’t 

be where we are today without them. We 

promise to continue delivering high-quality 

products and exceptional service.

In conclusion, at Dreamlove, we are true 

dreamers who are motivated by creativity. 

We are excited about the new year and 

the opportunities it brings. With our team 

of innovative thinkers and our dedication to 

customer satisfaction, we are confident that 

we will achieve great things. Here’s to 

a successful and fulfilling year ahead!

 

What are your goals for the new year? 

What’s on your agenda for 2024?

Mario: As we step into the new year, it’s only 

natural to reflect on our goals and aspira-

tions for the future. For Dreamlove, 2024 

holds a myriad of exciting possibilities and 
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challenges that we are determined to  

tackle head-on.

One of our primary objectives for this year 

is to streamline our internal processes to 

achieve 100% efficiency. We understand the 

importance of having a well-oiled machine 

within our organization, as it directly impacts 

our ability to serve our customers and part-

ners effectively. By identifying areas where 

we can improve and implementing innova-

tive solutions, we aim to optimize our  

operations and enhance our  

overall productivity.

In addition to internal improvements, we are 

also committed to strengthening our com-

munication with all our valued suppliers and 

allies. We greatly appreciate the suppliers 

who have shown a strong commitment to 

maintaining their investments with Dream-

love. Their trust and dedication have played 

a significant role in our success, and we 

want to ensure that our partnership remains 

strong and mutually beneficial.

Establishing strong relationships between 

our customers and the brands we work with 

is another crucial goal for us in 2024. We 

believe that facilitating seamless communi-

cation and collaboration between the brand 

and the distributor is essential in delivering 

the best possible experience to our custom-

ers. By fostering these connections, we can 

effectively channel the work between the 

brand and the distributor, ultimately providing 

our customers with top-notch products  

and services. However, we are also aware 

of the challenges that lie ahead in 2024. 

The invasion of Chinese suppliers poses a 

significant threat to our industry, and as a 

European-based company, we must strive 

to be leaders in the face of this competition. 

We understand the importance of staying 

ahead of the curve, continuously innovating 

and adapting to the ever-changing market 

dynamics. In doing so, we can maintain our 

position as a trusted and reliable partner for 

our customers and suppliers alike.

In conclusion, 2024 holds immense  

potential for Dreamlove. We are committed 

to achieving 100% efficiency in our internal 
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processes, improving communication with 

our suppliers, building strong relationships 

between our customers and brands,  

and leading the way in the face of tough 

competition. With determination, innovation, 

and a customer-centric approach, we are 

confident that we can overcome any chal-

lenges that come our way and make 2024 

a successful and fulfilling year for Dreamlove 

and all our stakeholders.

 

What challenges will we have to face  

in 2024? Where do you see opportunities 

for growth? 

 

Mario: Naturally, for competitive security 

reasons, we cannot reveal where we see 

opportunities, but what I can share is that 

there are very beneficial opportunities for 

our suppliers and clients. Our goal this year 

is to grow by 20%, and we have significant 

challenges to overcome before July.

The year 2024 presents itself as an exciting 

challenge, full of opportunities for our com-

pany. As we move towards the future, we 

encounter a series of challenges that we 

must face and overcome to achieve our 

growth objective. In the following, we will 

explore some of the most significant chal-

lenges we face in 2024 and also analyze 

the growth opportunities that lie ahead.

One of the most important challenges 

we will face in 2024 is competition. In an 

increasingly globalized and digitized world, 

it is essential to stay at the forefront of the 

latest trends and technologies. Compe-

tition is fierce, and we must be prepared 

to face it. However, we are confident that 

our experience and customer-centric 

approach will allow us to stand out and 

stay ahead. Another challenge we will face 

is adapting to changes in the business 

environment. The business landscape 

is constantly evolving, and it is essential 

that we adapt quickly to changes. This 

includes the willingness to abandon old 

practices and adopt new strategies that 

allow us to stay relevant and competitive. 

We are committed to investing in research 

and development to ensure we are at the 

forefront of innovation in our industry.
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Additionally, economic and political un-

certainty also poses a challenge in 2024. 

Changes in government policies and 

economic fluctuations can have a significant 

impact on our operations. However, we 

are prepared to face any situation and take 

proactive measures to mitigate any potential 

risks. Our market experience and knowledge 

enable us to make informed and strategic 

decisions in order to ensure our  

sustainable growth.

Despite these challenges, we also see many 

growth opportunities on the horizon. As 

mentioned earlier, I cannot reveal specifics 

about where we see these opportunities, but 

I can assure you that they are very beneficial 

for both our suppliers and our clients. We 

are committed to strengthening our relation-

ships with current suppliers and seeking new 

strategic alliances that allow us to expand 

into new markets and segments.

Furthermore, we are focused on continuous-

ly improving the customer experience. We 

know that our customers are the founda-

tion of our success, and we are committed 

to providing them with the best possible 

products and services. We are investing in 

technology and training to ensure that our 

customers have an exceptional experience 

in every interaction with our company.

 

What direction will you take in 2024,  

with your own brands and also with 

third-party brands? 

Mario: As I have mentioned in my previous 

responses, the year 2024 may well be a cru-

cial period for the development and growth 

of our brands, both our own and those of 

third parties. Our main objective is to ensure 

the trust and satisfaction of all our suppliers, 

improve communication with our customers, 
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and optimize distribution through marketing 

strategies and pricing best practices.

First and foremost, it is important to high-

light the fundamental role our brands play 

in our market strategy. They have been the 

cornerstone of our success so far and will 

continue to be an integral part of our vision 

for the future. However, in 2024, we will 

focus on strengthening the relationship with 

the brands we distribute and being more 

efficient in their management.

To achieve this, we will place special empha-

sis on strengthening ties with our suppliers. 

We recognize that their trust and satisfac-

tion are crucial to maintaining a strong and 

lasting relationship. We will work closely 

with them, providing the necessary support 

and establishing smooth and transparent 

communication. We are committed to being 

a reliable partner and offering them the best 

conditions for their development and growth.

Additionally, we will strive to improve com-

munication with our customers. We know 

that their satisfaction is key to maintaining a 

loyal and satisfied customer base. In 2024, 

we will implement innovative and effective 

marketing strategies to reach them more 

directly and personally. We will use digital 

tools and social media to create a unique 

shopping experience and provide them with 

relevant and up-to-date information about 

our products and promotions.

Furthermore, we are committed to chan-

neling the distribution of our brands, both 

our own and third-party ones, in a highly 

effective way. We will implement best prac-

tices, ensuring that prices are fair for both 

our customers and suppliers. We will seek 

to optimize logistical and storage process-

es, ensuring fast and secure delivery of our 

products nationally and internationally.

 

What steps will you take to stay ahead 

of the competition with your own brands 

and third-party brands?

Mario: The only secret to staying ahead of 

the competition, both with our own brands 

and third-party brands, is to establish smart 

strategies, invest in technology, and develop 

products that can compete and lead the 

market. Dreamlove entered this industry with 

the goal of leading and not just watching 

others do so. We have the capabilities and 

intelligence to outperform our competitors, 

and we are here to offer the best in terms  

of distribution and product creation.

In such a competitive market, it is essential 

to have smart strategies that allow us to 

stand out. This involves constantly analyzing 

the market and trends, identifying the needs 

of our customers, and adapting quickly to 

changes. We cannot afford to lag behind; 

we must always stay one step ahead.

One of the ways we stay ahead of our com-

petitors is by investing in technology. We 

know that technology is advancing rapidly, 

and we cannot fall behind. Therefore, we  

are constantly seeking new tools and 
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technological developments that allow us to 

improve our processes and provide better 

service to our customers. From invento-

ry and logistics management systems to 

e-commerce platforms and digital marketing, 

we are using cutting-edge technology  

to stay at the forefront.

Furthermore, we aim to not only keep up 

with the competition but also to lead the 

market. To achieve this, we invest in the 

development of innovative and high-quality 

products. We are continually researching 

and developing new products that meet the 

needs and desires of our customers. Addi-

tionally, we ensure that these products are of 

the highest quality and comply with  

all standards and regulations.

However, it’s not just about offering quality 

products; we also focus on distribution. We 

know that a good distribution strategy can 

make a difference. Therefore, we make sure 

to have an efficient and reliable distribution 

network. We work with strategic partners 

and use the latest logistics technologies to 

ensure that our products reach the custom-

ers quickly and safely.

 

As reported in EAN, Dreamlove has taken 

big steps in the past year to operate 

more sustainably - for example, you use 

solar energy, store rainwater to use it as 

process water, etc. What is your strategy 

in this regard?

Mario: At Dreamlove, we take pride in  

being a company that is fully committed 

to sustainability. We have taken significant 

steps in the past year to operate in a  

more eco-friendly manner, implementing 

various measures to reduce our  

environmental impact.

One of the main steps we have taken was 

to install solar panels to generate our own 

energy. Thanks to this investment, we are 

now a company powered entirely by solar 

energy. Not only does this help us reduce 

our dependence on non-renewable energy 

sources but it also contributes to lowering 

greenhouse gas emissions.

Additionally, we have installed a rainwater 

collection and storage system. We have 

our own tanks that allow us to harness this 

natural resource for various internal process-

es. By using rainwater instead of potable 

water, we are reducing our water footprint 

and contribute to the conservation of this 

valuable resource.
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These measures have allowed us to become 

a more eco-friendly company, but unfor-

tunately, not all news is positive. Despite 

our significant investment and the Spanish 

government approving a 30% subsidy of the 

cost, we have not received any funds from 

them so far.

It has been two years since we made 

investments, and despite receiving the 

authorization letter for the subsidy, the 

Spanish government has not commented 

on the payment. This lack of government 

assistance has been disappointing for us, 

as we expected their support to sustain our 

operations and make them profitable.

Despite this situation, we remain committed 

to our mission of being a sustainable and 

profitable company. Our goal is not only  

to reduce our environmental impact but  

also to demonstrate that it is possible to  

be eco-friendly and successful in the  

business world.

Over the years, we have worked diligently  

to develop high-quality products that meet 

the industry’s most stringent standards.  

Our dedication to sustainability is reflected  

in every stage of our production process, 

from material selection to packaging and 

transportation.

We firmly believe that sustainability should 

not be a luxury but a responsibility for all 

companies. That’s why we strive to be a role 

model in our industry. We are convinced 

that, through our actions, we can inspire 

others to adopt more sustainable practices 

and contribute to a greener and more pros-

perous future.

 

The macro trend of ‘sustainability and 

environmental protection’ does not seem 

to play a dominant role in our market 

(yet). Do you share this opinion? Is our 

market perhaps missing the boat on a 

key development here? 

Mario: I believe that we play a very im-

portant role in people’s sexual health and, 

consequently, in their happiness. However, 

when discussing the macro trend of sus-

tainability and environmental protection, it 

doesn’t seem to play a dominant role  

in our market yet.

Sustainability and environmental protection 

have become highly relevant topics globally. 

More and more people are concerned about 

the impact of their actions on the natural en-

vironment and seek products and services 
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that are environmentally friendly. This trend 

has led many industries to take measures to 

reduce their ecological footprint and contrib-

ute to a more sustainable future.

However, in our industry, it seems that we 

have not yet taken significant steps in this 

direction. Despite playing such an important 

role in people’s lives, we have not managed 

to become leaders in environmental protec-

tion. This is something we need to address 

urgently if we want to remain relevant in the 

current market.

To live up to our role as an industry, we must 

contribute to protecting the environment by 

implementing corrective measures in our in-

ternal processes. This involves seeking more 

sustainable alternatives in the production of 

our products and their packaging. Addition-

ally, we must promote education and aware-

ness about the importance of sustainability 

among our customers and collaborators.

While some companies in our industry 

have begun to take steps in this direction, 

implementing recycling and waste reduction 

systems in their facilities, opting for more 

sustainable materials in their product manu-

facturing, and promoting packaging reuse, 

these initiatives are not yet enough to make 

a significant difference in the market.

I firmly believe that we must be leaders in 

this regard. We cannot afford to lag behind 

while other industries move towards sus-

tainability. We must take bold and proactive 

measures to reduce our environmental im-

pact and promote more sustainable practic-

es throughout the production chain.

In addition to being beneficial for the envi-

ronment, adopting sustainability measures 

can also be a business opportunity. More 

and more consumers are willing to pay more 

for sustainable products and services. By 

becoming leaders in this aspect, we can 

attract a wider audience and increase our 

market share.

In summary, I believe that this macro trend 

does not yet play a dominant role in our 

market. I think we are missing out on a key 

development opportunity by not becoming 

leaders in environmental protection. To be 

industry leaders, companies must implement 

corrective measures in their internal process-

es and promote more sustainable practices 

throughout the production chain. This is 

the only way we can contribute to people’s 

sexual health and, consequently, their happi-

ness in a asignificant way.

 

At the beginning of 2023, you told EAN 

you believe that the sex toy boom that 

many predicted for the post-COVID years 

was only just beginning. Are you similarly 

optimistic at the start of 2024?

Mario: At the beginning of 2023, I had 

the opportunity to express my opinions to 

EAN, and I will gladly share my thoughts on 

this exciting topic with you. It’s not just me 

saying this; it’s coming from four universi-

ties in Spain, including Madrid, Barcelona, 
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Valencia, and Seville. According to studies 

conducted by these prestigious academic 

institutions, the market for erotic products 

is experiencing significant growth. This 

supports my belief that the rise of sex toys, 

predicted for the years after the coronavirus 

pandemic, is about to take off.

Now, let me share with you the reasons for 

my optimism. First of all, I believe that more 

and more people are looking for ways to 

improve their sex lives. The pandemic has 

had a significant impact on our lives and 

has led many people to reconsider their 

priorities. In this context, it is understand-

able that sexual wellbeing takes on greater 

importance.

Furthermore, technological advancements 

have resulted in the development of more 

sophisticated and accessible sex toys. 

Nowadays, we can find a wide variety of 

erotic products on the market, from vibra-

tors to anal stimulation toys. There are toys 

catering to any need and desire, making 

this an attractive option for those looking to 

enhance their sex lives.

So, why do I think the boom in the erotic 

market will grow in the coming years? The 

answer is simple: Demand is increasing. 

More and more people are willing to explore 

their sexuality and experience new sensa-

tions. The taboos and stigmas associated 

with the use of sex toys are slowly disap-

pearing, allowing more people to feel com-

fortable and open to trying new experiences.

Additionally, the sex toy industry is con-

stantly evolving. Companies are investing in 

research and development to create safer, 

more durable, and more effective products. 

This, in turn, builds trust among consumers 

and encourages greater interest in sex toys.
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What sets URBAN by ToyJoy  

apart from other luxury pleasure 

product lines?

Rick Zwaan: URBAN by ToyJoy 

is not just a collection of pleasure 

products; it represents a new era in 

luxury and sophistication. Crafted 

for successful, discerning individuals 

who value both quality and pleasure, 

URBAN stands out with its sleek 

design, groundbreaking features, and 

a commitment to sustainability. Each 

product is a work of art designed for 

self-indulgence.

 

 

Who is the target audience for the 

URBAN collection, and how do the 

products cater to the desires and 

preferences of this group?

Rick: URBAN is designed for suc-

cessful and sophisticated individuals 

who savour every aspect of life. The 

collection caters to those who believe 

in the essential role of self-indul-

gence and self-care. With stimulating 

functions targeting various erogenous 

zones, these toys are crafted expe-

riences that align with the refined 

tastes and desires of the modern, 

discerning individual.

URBAN is ToyJoy’s new, innovative collection of luxury prod-

ucts that reflect quality and sophistication without forgetting 

about environmental awareness. A perfect choice for discern-

ing consumers who value self-indulgence and self-care in 

equal measure, as Rick Zwaan, Product Developer at SCALA, 

tells us in our interview. Apart from sharing more information 

about URBAN, he also tells us about ToyJoy’s intriguing  

‘Architects of Experience’ concept.

SCALA  b r ings  us  URBAN by  Toy Joy

 URBAN is designed for successful and sophisticated 
individuals who savour every aspect of life.”
“

Rock Zwaan, Product 
Developer at SCALA
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Can you elaborate on the technological 

breakthrough that URBAN achieved 

with their stimulation feature that deli-

cately tickles various intimate areas?

Rick: The tickling sensation in most  

URBAN toys is a technological break-

through, providing a unique dimension 

to personal enjoyment. Designed to target 

the clitoris, G-spot, penis, and scrotum, 

this feature invites exploration and dis- 

covery of new realms of pleasure. It  

goes beyond ordinary stimulation,  

representing a revolutionary approach  

to intimate experiences.

 

Does URBAN by ToyJoy reflect the 

trend of environmental conscious-

ness, and what steps has the brand 

taken towards sustainability?

Rick: Aligned with modern environmental 

consciousness, every URBAN product is 

elegantly packaged in a luxurious carton 

box, avoiding unnecessary plastic. This 

eco-friendly approach reflects SCALA’s 

commitment to sustainability.

 

Could you tell us more about the 

individual products within the URBAN 

collection and their unique features?

Rick: The URBAN collection offers a 

symphony of sensations with products 

like NOVA, a pulsating squeezable stro-

ker, BRONX, a scrotum sleeve & C-ring, 

and others like ZEPHYR, ELIXER, VERVE, 

TWIST, BLOOM, FLAMENGO, and 

FUSHION. Each product is designed for 

a specific purpose, be it personalized 

satisfaction, double penetration, clitoral 

stimulation, or enhancing intimacy  

among couples.

 

What is URBAN’s definition of a luxury 

pleasure product, and what is the sig-

nificance of the tagline “City Lights, 

Cosmopolitan Nights”?
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Rick: URBAN redefines the standard by 

merging luxury, innovation, and environ-

mental consciousness. The tagline “City 

Lights, Cosmopolitan Nights” encap-

sulates the essence of the collection, 

symbolizing a lifestyle that combines the 

vibrancy of city lights with the sophistica-

tion of the night. It represents a revolution 

in personal pleasure, offering a premium 

and indulgent experience.

 

How can retailers explore and incor- 

porate the URBAN experience  

in their stores?

Rick: Retailers can dive into the URBAN 

experience by contacting their SCALA 

account manager or visiting scala-nl.com. 

This allows them to explore the exquisite 

line and incorporate these sophisticated 

pleasure products into their offerings.

 

In what ways does ToyJoy embody the 

concept of ‘Architects of Experience?’

Rick: ToyJoy have positioned themselves 

as ‘Architects of Experience’ by meticu-

lously crafting the URBAN collection. Be-

yond the basics, each product is designed 

to deliver a unique and unforgettable 

experience. From innovative technologi-

cal features to sophisticated packaging, 

ToyJoy pays attention to every detail, 

ensuring that URBAN products go beyond 

being mere pleasure devices and become 

companions on a journey of self-discovery 

and shared experience.
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Congratulations on winning  

the German Design Award 2024 for 

the Belou ‘Rotating Vulva Massag-

er!‘ What does this accolade  

mean to ORION?

Mark Boderius: Thank you very 

much! We are thrilled to have won 

this award as it shows that the erotic 

industry is a place of creative, innova-

tive product design. Our design team 

is understandably proud, after all, they 

Five years went into the develop-

ment of the Renou Rotating Vulva 

Massager, but that effort has paid 

off in spades. Not only is the mas-

sager popular with the consumers, 

as reflected by the sales figures, 

but is also won over the jury of 

the German Design Award. Mark 

Boderius, Head of Purchase and 

Product Development at ORION, 

tells us more about the creation of 

the Belou Rotating Vulva Massager 

in our EAN interview. Moreover, he 

explains which features ultimately 

compelled the jurors to vote for the 

Renou product, and why it is so 

important for the sex toy industry to 

explore new paths in terms of prod-

uct development and technologies.

German  Des ign  Award :  OR ION  w ins  b ig  w i th  the  Be lou  Rota t ing  Vu l va  Massage r

 
 We are thrilled to have won this award!“

Mark Boderius, Head of 
Purchase and Product 
Development at ORION

“
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have worked on this product for five years. 

Their hard work definitely paid off, resulting 

in great sales numbers and now also in this 

prestigious design award.

 

What exactly is the Germany Design 

Award? How relevant are these awards?

Mark Borderius: The German Design 

Award is an award presented by the 

German Design Council. Created in 1953, 

this foundation ranks as one of the leading 

institutions of its kind in the entire world, fo-

cusing on communication and know-how in 

the realm of design, brands, and innovation. 

Consequently, theirs is one of the most 

coveted awards in the design world. Since 

2012, the annual German Design Award 

has served as an acknowledgment of major 

design trends, highlighting and rewarding 

innovations in the fields of product design, 

communication design, and architecture. 

In 2024, the jury of the German Design 

Awards included members from twelve 

countries, all of whom are renowned design 

experts from the economic, academic, and 

the scientific communities. 

 

What are the unique qualities of the  

Belou ‘Rotating Vulva Massager‘  

that won over the jury?

Mark Boderius: Here is the official state-

ment of the jury: ‘The Belou product is 

both an arousing adult toy and a massage 

device for the entire body. Due to the 

ergonomic shape and the ring handle, the 

product rests securely in the user’s hand. 

The product has a modern, high-quality 

aesthetic, and its purpose is not immediate-

ly recognizable at first glance.’

The Belou ‘Rotating Vulva Massager‘  

hit the market in the summer of 2023. 

How long did it take to create the prod-

uct, from the initial idea to the finished 

product, and what were the biggest 

challenges you had to overcome?
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Mark Boderius: The journey from idea to 

finished product took close to five years. 

Our product design team was inspired by 

a neck massager with rotating pearls. They 

felt that there should be a product like that 

for the intimate area. Once that core idea 

had been formulated, they quickly came 

up with some sketches and went about 3D 

printing the first prototype. However, much 

more time was required to get from that 

prototype to a sophisticated, ergonomically 

shaped vibrator for external stimulation - a 

product that truly added a new dimension 

to sensual play with its unique design. For 

instance, following a first round of tests, we 

decided to make the central balls smaller, 

and we also reduced vibration strength 

several times, as our testers felt it was too 

intense. Drawing from the feedback of the 

testers, we found the perfect rotation speed 

of the balls as well as the ideal number of 

balls. After that, we went on to fine-tune 

and optimise the technology and minimise 

the noise level with the support of several 

students from the university of applied sci-

ences in Flensburg, Schleswig-Holstein. 

 

Did the Belou ‘Rotating Vulva  

Massager‘face stiff competition  

in its award category?

Mark Boderius: According to information 

provided by the German Design Council, 

there were submissions from 55 countries 

in 2024, with 53% being international sub-

missions, covering various product catego-

ries and projects. Across the various award 

categories, a total of 65 products/projects 

received a gold award in 2024. 32 of these 

were awards for ‘Excellent Product Design’, 

which is also the category the Belou Rotat-

ing Vulva Massager won.

 

For a long time, sex toys didn’t get any 

mainstream recognition – certainly not 

at big award ceremonies. Fortunately, 

that has changed in recent years. Is this 

another example of the growing social 

acceptance of sex toys?

Mark Boderius: Most definitely! Howev-

er, it also has to do with the creativity and 

the innovative spirit of our industry when it 

Lars Roschek, Product 
Designer at ORION 
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comes to product design. We have been 

pursuing this strategy for many years, work-

ing together with inventors and universities 

on a regular basis - and not just on the 

design of our products, but also to develop 

new technologies and features that result in 

innovative experiences for the consumers. 

Getting this kind of recognition in the form 

of a renowned design award is the cherry 

on top of the cake. By the way, we had 

already been nominated in this category 

before, for our vibepad back in 2021.

 

Do renowned mainstream awards such 

as the German Design Award have any 

tangible impact? Do the consumers 

know you are an award-winning  

company? 

Mark Boderius: Granted, there prob-

ably aren’t many consumers who keep 

up with design awards, but we can 

leverage this kind of awards recognition 

to get media coverage in magazines/

formats that don’t normally feature  

sex toys. And that, in turn, helps  

us expand our reach and tap into  

new audiences.

 

How exactly will you leverage your 

German Design Award win in terms  

of advertisement and marketing?

Mark Boderius: Obviously, we will  

mention the award across our social 

media channels and incorporate it in  

our advertising.
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How did you come to join Eropart-

ner? How did you find your way into 

the sex toy industry?

Damaris Sikkink: I was not looking for 

a new position, I got hunted! Never-

theless, I’m very happy with my new 

adventure. 

Maurice Kivits: At the end of 2023, 

I started to spread the word that I 

was looking for a new opportunity. 

In the meantime, I also kept an eye 

on Linkedin and found this vacancy. I 

contacted Tabitha by DM and later by 

phone and we had a good initial talk. 

After this, I found a former Eropartner 

employee in my network whom I could 

reach out to. I got very positive feed-

back from him about the company 

and the people. After interviews with 

Ronald Kamst, Sjoerd Wijmenga, and 

Martijn Spoelstra, I was very pleased 

to receive an offer for the job and the 

rest is history!

 

What were the main reasons for you 

to choose Eropartner and the sex 

toy market? 

Damaris Sikkink: To be honest... the 

sex toy industry was not top of my 

The beginning of a new year usually brings lots of changes. 

That includes personnel changes. Take Eropartner, for exam-

ple. They announced new additions to their Sales team as well 

as to their purchasing department, with Damaris Sikkink taking 

up the mantle of Sales Director while Maurice Kivits joins  

Eropartner as Senior Buyer.

Damar i s  S i kk ink  j o ins  the  Sa les  team –  Maur i ce  K i v i t s  i s  the  new Sen io r  Buye r

 New faces at Eropartner

Damaris Sikkink
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mind, so I did not have an image of the 

industry. It was the role which I like  

very much.

Maurice Kivits: My education and 

experience are all in the textile industry. 

I didn’t really plan to go into the sexual  

wellness industry. But the feeling that I  

got from the people with which I had my 

interviews and the vibe that I experienced 

in the office gave me a good sense of what 

the company is like. Until now, they certain-

ly haven’t disappointed! Next to this,  

I was also very much up for a new chal-

lenge; after working in the textile industry for 

over 20 years, I felt that it was time  

to broaden my horizon.

 

How did you envision the sex toy  

industry before you joined Eropartner? 

How has your perceptions  

of it changed?

Damaris Sikkink: I did not have any pre-

conceptions. Entering the sex industry was 

a transformative experience for me. From 

the outset, I embraced an open-minded 

approach, free from preconceived notions. 

My belief is rooted in the understanding that 

intimacy, be it through sex or making love, 

is a dynamic and ever-evolving expression 

of human connection.

Maurice Kivits: I have never had any expe-

rience in the sex toy industry, same as with 

a lot of other industries. So, quite difficult 

to have any specific notions about it. Let’s 

say that I started this job with an open mind 

about the industry.

Maurice Kivits
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A few years, later I started as Junior Buyer 

at Makro Netherlands and immediately fell in 

love with the work of buying. I love working 

with products, assortments, KPIs, and sup-

ply chains. Over the past 15 years, I had the 

pleasure of working for some larger com-

panies: first Tommy Hilfiger, where I was the 

Production Coordinator of the Childrenswear 

collection, and later Just Brands, where I 

was a Buyer and Product Developer for the 

shirts of all their brands (PME Legend, Cast 

Iron and Vanguard).

In 2023, I decided to go for a sustainable 

job, which unfortunately didn’t end well…I 

realized this must be a sign, the universe 

was trying to tell me to leave behind the 

fashion industry and spread my wings to 

challenge myself in a different way! 

 

What are your tasks and responsibilities 

at Eropartner? What does a typical day at 

work look like for you?

Damaris Sikkink: With a strong background 

in sales and a proven track record of driving 

growth, I am eager to take on new challeng-

es and contribute to the continued success 

of the existing sales team, as a leading Sales 

Director at EQOM Group. 

Maurice Kivits: As a Senior Buyer, my 

responsibilities lie in organizing the best 

possible assortment for the best buying con-

ditions. This means that, together with my 

colleagues in the purchasing team, I select 

and buy products from 3rd party brands and 

suppliers. I make sure these products are 

What did you do before you joined Ero-

partner?

Damaris Sikkink: From the age of 19, my 

career has been deeply intertwined with the 

dynamic world of fashion. Over the past 

years, I worked at a great international fash-

ion brand, having the privilege of steering 

the sales team in the Benelux region, where 

my primary focus was on propelling growth 

and navigating the brand to the next level. 

During this time, I successfully spearheaded 

initiatives aimed at expanding market share, 

fostered strategic partnerships, and worked 

to improve the overall sales ecosystem.

Maurice Kivits: I got my Bachelor degree 

at Hogeschool van Amsterdam, the Amster-

dam Fashion Institute. After that, I had a few 

sales jobs, but that didn’t suit me very well. 
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bought against the best prices available, with 

the shortest lead time possible, ensuring the 

best-possible result for Eropartner. This is  

the basis of the job, but there are many  

other facets that require attention to  

achieve this basis. 

The Purchasing team can’t work on the as-

sortments alone; we work very closely with 

- and are dependent on - the other teams 

at Eropartner: Sales, Marketing, Logistics, 

Operations, IT, and Customer Service. It is 

essential that all the teams work together to 

ensure the growth of a successful business. 

Also, our suppliers are key players in making 

the business successful, and we are proud 

to work with the best suppliers and products 

in the industry. However, there are always 

challenges to be overcome and we do  

need our suppliers to support us in tackling  

these challenges.

With all of these different tasks of the job, 

there is actually no typical working day for 

me in the Purchasing team; every day is 

different since there are many parts of the 

job that need different levels of attention 

throughout the days, weeks, and months. 

For example, in my first weeks, I was busy 

placing a big number of new purchase 

orders to get our stock level up. After this 

round of orders, I have dived more into new 

product and promotional activities, aligning 

with Sales and Marketing to make detailed 

plans for the coming weeks. In February, I 

will visit the Altitude fair in Las Vegas and in 

between, I will also be visiting the Veendam 

offices a few times to get to know 

 the EQOM colleagues and  

departments better.

 

Why are you the right person at the right 

time for this job?
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Damaris Sikkink: As I explore new oppor-

tunities and connections, I find myself drawn 

to those who share a fresh and open-mind-

ed outlook on life. The ability to embrace 

different perspectives and welcome new 

ideas is a quality I truly value. Whether it’s in 

personal relationships, professional collab-

orations, or life adventures, I believe that an 

open mind fosters growth, creativity, and 

understanding. I am excited about the possi-

bility of connecting with individuals who bring 

a sense of curiosity and an openness to the 

ever-evolving journey we all navigate. 

Maurice Kivits: Well, I wouldn’t want to say 

myself that I am the right person at the right 

time for the job. Since I have only just started 

and this is a completely new industry for me, 

I believe that only time will tell. However, I 

do have faith in the judgement of the people 

with whom I had the interviews. I can say 

that I certainly have the drive to try and be 

the right person at the right time.

What challenges will you be faced with in 

your new area of responsibility?

 

Damaris Sikkink: Getting to know all the 

product will be a big challenge! Together 

with my team, we aim to take the right steps 

for further growth to become leader in the 

market. I believe in partnerships; it’s import-

ant that we work with our customers as 

partners.

Maurice Kivits: The vast number of SKUs 

in the assortment of Eropartner is something 

that has shown to be challenging. The Pur-

chasing team will continue to put more focus 

on the assortment in such a way that our 

performance will benefit from it. This in turn 

will enable us to pay more attention to the 

products that remain in the assortment or 

new products we want to add. The amount 

of data and time needed for each product 

will only grow bigger in the future, so really 

need this new focus to ensure that we can 
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offer our customers the best assortment.

For me personally, there is also the challenge 

of getting to know all of these fun products! 

I already had a few presentations from 

brands, and I must say that I was amazed 

by the versatility and variety of the products.  

I never imagined how creative this  

industry is!

 

To what extent will your previous educa-

tional and/or work experience help you  

in your new role?

Damaris Sikkink: Throughout my years of 

experience in sales, I have dealt with several 

kinds of situations, costumers, and prod-

ucts. I see lots of similarities in the sexual 

wellness and toy industry. My capacities as a 

leader will help me in my new role as  

Sales Director. 

Maurice Kivits: I have 20+ years of ex-

perience as a buyer, so I have dealt on 

various levels with supplier management, 

assortment building, market analysis, supply 

chain efficiency, and commercial strategy. 

Although that experience is from the textile 

industry, I do see a lot of similarities with 

the sexual wellness industry. Therefore, this 

knowledge will also help me in my role as 

Senior Buyer. 

 

What are your expectations and goals re-

garding your new position at Eropartner?

Damaris Sikkink: Besides the great suc-

cesses that already has been achieved, I 

believe in creating opportunities. I’m very 

excited to improve and develop myself and 

my team, and I have set high but achievable 

goals. The only way is up!
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Maurice Kivits: In my first few weeks on the 

job, I found that there is a lot of potential for 

Eropartner. We have already achieved great 

success, and I am very excited to contribute 

to making this success even bigger. I like 

to set ambitious but achievable goals for 

myself; this way, I keep on trying to improve 

myself without losing sight of reality. I see  

the same mindset here at Eropartner. To  

me, this is an environment where I can  

flourish, which in turn will help grow Ero-

partner. Particular goals for the Purchasing 

department have been set but are yet to  

be further developed.

 

What should / are we allowed to know 

about you as a private individual?

Damaris Sikkink: I’m a proud mother of 

two amazing and beautiful kids whom I love 

deeply. Family is at the core of my world, 

and I feel incredibly blessed. In addition to 

being a dedicated mom, I am passionate 

about staying active and healthy. You’ll 

often find me at the CrossFit gym, where 

I commit to challenging myself four to five 

times a week. I also have a love for the great 

outdoors, and hiking is one of my favourite 

ways to connect with nature and explore the 

world. Beyond my personal interests, I’m a 

language coach in my spare time, working 

with a fantastic Turkish girl. It is a rewarding 

experience, and I enjoy helping others. On 

a personal note, I tied the knot in 2023, and 

the journey of marriage with the love of my 

life has been a beautiful and transformative 

experience.

Maurice Kivits: There are some things that 

I am happy to share: I have three kids (all 

teenagers), whom I love and adore. Their 

mother and I separated some years ago, but 

luck has been on my side since I found my 

new love Daniëlle, with whom I have recently 

moved into our new home in Krommenie. 

My third love is my (racing) bike! Now, in the 

winter time, you can find me riding it online 

(Zwift), but I am so much looking forward 

to spring when I can go outside again and 

enjoy the fresh air and the beautiful Dutch 

landscapes. Next to this, I enjoy everything 

culture-related, be it music, traveling, archi-

tecture, food, museums, the finer things in 

life. There are also some things that I don’t 

want to share publicly …If you are curious, 

maybe I will tell you if you stop by for a cof-

fee. But only if you also tell me yours as well!
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In January, you released your 

latest collection: TABOOM Vogue, 

which is available exclusively from 

SCALA. What inspired TABOOM 

to create the Vogue collection, 

and what makes it stand out from 

other BDSM product lines?

The collection was inspired by the 

brand’s commitment to empowering 

individuals on their intimate journeys. 

It sets itself apart through a meticu-

lous blend of sensuality, elegance, 

and affordability. Crafted from the 

softest vegan leather and adorned 

with hand-placed golden studs, each 

piece is a work of art that seamlessly 

integrates modern aesthetics with 

timeless allure.

 

Could you tell us more about  

the materials used in the Vogue 

collection and how TABOOM  

ensure the comfort and quality  

of their products?

The Vogue collection is meticulously 

handcrafted from the softest vegan 

leather available, ensuring a luxu-

rious tactile experience. TABOOM 

prioritizes comfort and quality in 

its products, employing detailed 

craftsmanship and a commitment to 

using premium materials. This dedi-

cation guarantees that each item in 

the Vogue collection not only looks 

exquisite but also feels comfortable 

during intimate moments.

 

What distinguishes the gold-

en nipple spokes in the Vogue 

collection from traditional BDSM 

accessories, and how do they 

contribute to the theme of  

empowerment?

The golden nipple spokes in the 

Vogue collection represent a  

SCALA’s range of BDSM 

and Kink products keeps 

growing as they add 

TABOOM Vogue, a new 

collection that combines 

elegance, aesthetics, 

and timeless allure while 

also offering great func-

tionality and attractive 

pricing. Trudy Pijnacker, 

CEO of SCALA, tells us 

more about TABOOM in 

our EAN interview, point-

ing out how their new 

collection stands apart 

from the glut of products 

in the BDSM segment.

SCALA  p resents  the  TABOOM Vogue  co l l ec t i on

 TABOOM places a strong emphasis on  
the balance between functionality and aesthetics.”
“

Trudy Pijnacker, 
CEO SCALA
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reinvented classic, combining sophisti-

cation and chic design. They contribute 

to the overall theme of empowerment by 

transforming an iconic BDSM accesso-

ry into a symbol of elegance. TABOOM 

encourages individuals to explore their 

fantasies without judgment, and these 

pieces offer a tasteful and contemporary 

way to do so.

 

How does TABOOM balance func-

tionality and aesthetics in the Vogue 

collection, particularly when it comes 

to essentials like cuffs, gags or  

blindfolds?

 

TABOOM places a strong emphasis on 

the balance between functionality and 

aesthetics. The cuffs, gag, and blindfold 

in the Vogue collection not only serve 

their practical purposes but are also de-

signed to evoke sensuality and empow-

erment. From the soft vegan leather to 

the intricate golden details, each element 

is carefully considered to ensure both 

functionality and an elevated  

aesthetic experience.

 

There was a sneak-peak preview 

of the new collection at the SCALA 

stand during eroFame, and the  
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launch in January was accompanied 

by a cover story in SCALA’s PLAY 

Magazine. How have people respond-

ed to the Vogue collection so far?

The TABOOM Vogue collection has been 

met with an overwhelmingly positive re-

ception since its introduction. During the 

recent eroFame Show, where a sneak 

peek of the collection was unveiled 

at the SCALA booth, attendees were 

captivated by the blend of sensuality, el-

egance, and affordability that the Vogue 

collection offers. The collection received 

acclaim not only for its aesthetic appeal 

but also for its commitment to quality 

craftsmanship.In addition to the enthu-

siastic response at the eroFame Show, 

TABOOM was honored with the EAN 

Award for ‘Best BDSM Brand of 2023’. 

This recognition further underscores the 

success and positive reception of the 

Vogue collection.

 

How does the TABOOM Vogue collec-

tion fit into the broader landscape of 

BDSM and intimate exploration, and 

what can we expect from the brand in 

the future?

TABOOM envisions the Vogue collection 

as a symbol of the evolving landscape 

of BDSM, where sensuality and style 

seamlessly blend. The brand remains 

committed to redefining boundaries and 

empowering individuals in their intimate 

journeys. As for the future, TABOOM 

continues to explore innovative ways to 

merge fashion and empowerment, prom-

ising exciting developments for those 

seeking sophistication and passion in 

their intimate experiences.
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We start with a recap: Were suc-

tion toys the dominant category of 

2023 when it comes to products for 

female consumers?

Andrea Rey: Suction toys are indeed 

still a very popular category. Yet it 

would be a mistake to ignore all the 

other types of products. Our users are 

looking for variety. Eating the same 

meal every day gets boring, so does 

using the same toy over and over. 

That’s why we’re trying to craft a very 

balanced assortment of products, to 

really provide the best a product can be 

for each category of products. 

 

Has the trend of equipping and com-

bining sex toys with modern tech-

nology continued to shape product 

development in 2023?

Trends come and trends 

go. That is also - and 

especially - true in the 

realm of product de-

velopment. While some 

trends manage to make 

a lasting impression, 

others fizzle or change, 

paving the way for 

something new. EAN 

asked Andrea Rey, 

co-founder of the Biird 

brand, to join us as we 

explore the general 

product development 

trends of the past year 

and make some predic-

tions about what we can 

expect to see in 2024.

A  c lose r  l ook  a t  p roduct  deve lopment  i n  2023/2024

 Ibelieve 2024 will see a continuation of 
the development of products for couples.”

Andrea Rey, 
co-founder of the 
Biird brand

“
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Looking for that next new product technol-

ogy does keep me awake at night. We’ve 

got some exciting new ideas that we’re 

currently testing but for Biird, technology is 

not our main driver. We’re more focussed 

on offering a total experience for our users. 

Our customers know that when they 

purchase a Biird product, they won’t be 

let down. The packaging, the unboxing, 

the experience around our product and 

of course, using the product itself. It all 

makes sense, it’s all as pleasurable as it 

can be and it delivers, time and  

time again. 

 

There is a lack of real innovation -  

this point of criticism seems to have 

come to the forefront in recent years.  

Is it justified?

Andrea Rey: The adult product industry 

indeed doesn’t move as fast as Silicon 

Valley. But to say that our industry lacks 

real innovation would be a mischaracteri-

sation. Innovation is good but it also needs 

to serve a genuine purpose and truly en-

hance the life of the user. Innovation in our 

industry is more coming from the way the 

products are sold and marketed, the way  

people are being educated about the  

importance of self-care ... and that’s 

something to applaud. 

What other factors have influenced prod-

uct development in 2023? What impact 

did the macro trend of ‘sustainability 

and environmental protection’ have? 

What role did the topic of inclusion play? 

And to what extent have demographic 

aspects and specific requirements from 

target groups been incorporated into 

product development?

Andrea Rey: We’re very conscious at Biird 

that everything we make has a toll on the en-

vironment. There’s no way around that. But 

we try to do it as sustainable as possible. We 

aim to always keep the amount of packaging 

to a minimum, we ship in boxes that are as 

tight fitting as possible, we plant a tree for 

every purchase. Those are all small actions 

in the grand scheme of things but we hope 

they somewhat contribute to a more livable 

world. Inclusion is also quite ingrained at 

Biird. We try not to perpetuate the beauty 

standards out there in any of our materials 

and we aim to be as open and approach-

able as possible for our audience. 

 

What do you expect to see in terms of 

product development in 2024? Business 

as usual or a quantum leap? 

Andrea Rey: Business as usual indeed. 

We’re launching some new products we’re 
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very excited about but we won’t be making 

that quantum leap this year. Haha. We’re 

really about quality over quantity so before 

we launch something, we want everything 

to really be exactly as we want it. And that 

takes time. 

 

Back to the trend of incorporating 

modern technology in sex toys, which 

will probably continue throughout 2024. 

Many feel that the industry may overdo 

it with its focus on modern technologies 

such as app controls, fearing that this 

development is based neither on actual 

demand nor on real added value. What is 

your opinion? 

Andrea Rey: It’s true that oftentimes, tech-

nology is added just for the sake of being 

able to say that something now has a new 

feature. Regardless of whether that extra 

feature really brings any benefit to the user. 

We’re a bit more conservative in that way. 

We’d love to be able to make our products 

a bit ‘smarter’ but we haven’t yet found a 

way to incorporate this into the product 

without making it more cumbersome to use. 

This comes back to our belief that products 

should be easy to use and pleasurable and 

that every feature needs to truly add value. 

We want it to be more than some gimmick 

slapped on. 

 

In recent years, there have been big 

buzzwords when it comes to the mar-

keting of sex toys. First, everybody was 

talking about ‘toys for women’, then 

came ‘toys for couples’, then ‘toys for 

men’, and last year, the buzzword was 

‘sexual wellness’. What buzzword do  

you expect for 2024?

Andrea Rey: I believe 2024 will see a con-

tinuation of the development of products for 

couples. This part of the market is still very 

underdeveloped and could really use some 

new and fresh ideas. 
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Technological progress knows no end. 

Do you see signs on the horizon that 

we may soon be using technologies for 

sexual stimulation that we are not even 

thinking about right now? Or will suc-

tion, vibration, oscillation etc. continue 

to be the measure of all things?

Andrea Rey: Haha. I hope we haven’t 

reached peak pleasure technology. Vibra-

tion has been around for quite a while now 

and I don’t see that going away. After all, 

there’s a reason why it’s popular. I hope 

we get to see some new technologies in 

the coming years, hopefully some of that 

comes from Biird but anything new in the 

market is good for the whole market as it 

brings renewed interest. 

 

When we take a step back from tech-

nologies and products to look at the big 

picture, doesn’t it feel like the trend that 

shaped our industry the most - includ-

ing product development – has actually 

been the broader acceptance of sex 

toys among the mainstream of society?

Andrea Rey: Absolutely! This is what I was 

touching on earlier. Without this plea-

sure-positive movement, we wouldn’t be 

here today. It’s an effort that has been go-

ing on for quite a few years now and that’s 

something quite a few companies in the 

pleasure industry can be proud of. There’s 

been this drive both from the consumers 

demanding better products as well as the 

brands really listening and providing these 

products made for the younger genera-

tions. We’ve come a long way, there’s still 

quite some work to do but self-pleasure 

and pleasure products are definitely not 

something to be ashamed of anymore and 

that’s good for everyone.
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When did you first come up with 

the idea for the OG line? 

Fish Zang: The first ideas for the OG 

line were conceived in 2015, inspired 

by lacklustre state of the female sen-

sual toy market and the need for  

a product that would truly resonate 

with modern women. 

 

What concepts and philosophies 

guided you throughout the develop-

ment phase? What innovations  

did you want to bring to the  

market with the OG line?

Fish Zang: The development philos-

ophy centred around deep alignment 

with the female body and desires, 

avoiding assumptions or existing 

research. The concept was to create 

a high-quality, effective pleasure tool 

that was innovative and safe. 

The OG line, including the new OG 3, 

offers innovative features such as syn-

chronized G- spot vibration and clitoral 

stimulation frequencies, advanced 

sucking technology, and a variety of 

options with 10 vibration patterns and 

10 suction modes. The OG 3 adds to 

that a unique blend of external sucking 

and internal vibration, offering a versa-

tile 2-in-1 experience. It’s designed for 

both solo and partner play, providing a 

personalized journey of self-discovery 

and pleasure. The OG 3’s Dynamic 

Pulse Mode and adjustable intensity 

levels cater to every mood and desire, 

ensuring an unparalleled experience 

of pleasure and intimacy. This line is 

crafted to deliver a unique, fulfilling ex-

perience, emphasizing versatility and 

personalization in sexual  

wellness. 

 

How long did the development  

process take? How difficult was  

it to get from the idea to the  

finished product?

Fish Zang: The initial development 

took about a year, from early 2016 to 

2017. The process involved extensive 

market research, multiple rounds of 

user testing, and 14 design revisions, 

making it a meticulous and thorough 

journey from idea to final product. 

 

When the first OG launched onto 

the market, it was very well re-

ceived. What qualities make it  

so unique? What are its most  

impressive features?

In this interview, Fish 

Zang, head of the  

Tracy’s Dog brand, tells 

us how the successful 

OG line of Tracy’s Dog 

products was created 

and how the first con-

cepts, developed back 

in 2015, blossomed into 

four products: OG  

Classic, OG Pro 2,  

OG Flow und OG 3.

OG Suck ing  V ib ra to r :  The  mag ic  o f   Tr acy ‘ s  Dog

 The OG line targets modern, independent individuals 
seeking quality and innovative sensual experiences.”
“
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Fish Zang: The first OG’s unique features 

include its precision when stimulating both 

the G-spot and the clitoris, its unmatched 

sucking technology, and the versatility of 

its vibration and suction modes. 

 

Could you provide some additional 

information about the materials  

you used? 

Fish Zang: The OG products are made 

from superior quality silicon, which is  

waterproof, odourless, silky smooth,  

and body-safe, ensuring durability  

and a gentle feeling on the skin. 

 

As we all know, you eat with your  

eyes first – what can you tell us  

about the packaging concept  

of the products?

Fish Zang: The OG products come in 

attractive packaging, including a beautiful 

box and a silk toy bag, emphasizing both 

aesthetics and functionality. 

 

The line has continued to grow, and 

more OG products have followed.  

How many products does the OG  

line comprise at present?

Fish Zang: The 

OG line currently in-

cludes fourproducts: the original 

OG Classic, OG Pro 2,OG Flow, and the 

recent OG 3, each with distinct features 

and functionalities. 

 

How do the individual OG products  

differ from one another and what  

properties do they share?

Fish Zang: While each OG product has  

its unique character, they all share the 

brand’s commitment to quality, innova-

tion, and user experience, with features 

like double-pleasure suction-vibration 

and ergonomic designs. 

 

Who is the target audience for  

the OG line? What expectations  

Combining vibration 
and suction in one 
toy, the OG Classic 
laid the foundation for 
the ongoing success 
of the OG line
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does this audience have regarding your 

brand and your products?

 

Fish Zang: The OG line targets modern, 

independent individuals seeking quality 

and innovative sensual experiences. The 

audience expects products that are both 

effective and safe, aligning with their so-

phisticated needs. 

 

How important was and is the OG line 

for Tracy’s Dog as a brand? What role 

did it play in making your brand known 

around the world? 

Fish Zang: The OG line has been  

crucial in establishing Tracy’s Dog  

as a globally recognized brand, significantly 

contributing to our reputation for quality and 

innovation in the sexual wellness market. 

Are there plans to further expand the 

OG line? If so, what kinds of products 

can we expect to see?

Fish Zang: There are plans to further  

expand the OG line, with considerations 

for new products that continue to  

embody the brand’s standards of  

innovation, quality, and user  

satisfaction. 

 

What are your standards for new  

products? What boxes do they have  

to tick to get the Tracy’s Dog seal  

of approval? 

Fish Zang: New products must meet high 

standards of quality, innovation, user ex-

perience, and safety to receive the Tracy’s 

Dog seal of approval. 

The OG3 is the latest addition 
to the OG line and can be 
split into two parts

Among many other things, 
the OG Pro 2 can also be 
controlled via remote
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Which trends have had the biggest 

impact on product development  

at Tracy’s Dog?

Fish Zang: In the current economic 

climate, that would be the advancements 

in industry materials and craftsmanship, 

and the strengthening of supply chain ESG 

(Environmental, Social, and Governance) 

practices. Tracy’s Dog is increasingly 

focusing on safety and affordability as the 

primary values in our product develop-

ment. These efforts are further accentuat-

ed by our keen attention to trends in sexu-

al wellness, cutting-edge technology, and 

valuable user feedback, all of which play 

significant roles in shaping our product 

development. This approach ensures that 

we not only meet but exceed the evolving 

needs and expectations of our customers, 

offering them high-quality, safe, and af-

fordable products that align with the latest 

trends and technological advancements  

in sexual wellness. 

 

Where can European retailers order 

your OG products? Do you work  

with distributors?

Fish Zang: European retailers interested 

in purchasing our OG products can do so 

through our exclusive distributor, ONE-DC 

(EDC Wholesale), based in the Nether-

lands. For those who are keen on distrib-

uting our products and wish to explore 

this opportunity, you can directly contact 

ONE-DC for distribution inquiries. As for 

non-European distributors, please directly 

contact the Tracy’s Dog Wholesale team. 

 

Do you have some advice for retailers 

on how to maximise sales with your  

OG products?

Fish Zang: To maximize sales with Tracy’s 

Dog OG products, retailers should engage 

in a collaborative campaign focusing on 

a structured marketing approach that 

includes both online and offline channels. 

This strategy involves a kickoff meeting to 

align brand narratives, followed by a tar-

geted multichannel marketing campaign, 

leveraging automation and personalized 

content to effectively reach and engage 

the desired customer base. The process is 

designed to be adaptable, with continuous 

monitoring and post-campaign analysis to 

ensure optimal results. 

The flexible shaft 
makes the OG Flow 
uniquely versatile
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When did you come up with the idea 

of making nipple clamps? 

Suki Dunham: This product has been 

something we’ve been working on for 

a while now. We started the product 

design process well over a year ago. 

When we kicked off this project, there 

were no other app-controlled nipple 

clamps on the market. This product 

was one that I was particularly excited 

to release. The Sphinx allowed us to 

target a new erogenous zone in the 

app-connected category.

 

Nipple clamps are available in many 

variations. What kind of spin does 

SPHINX add? What makes the prod-

uct stand out from the crowd? 

Suki: You are right, there are many dif-

ferent types of nipple clamps out there, 

but in many cases these products are 

designed to be experienced embrac-

ing that threshold between pain and 

pleasure. Sphinx is a bit softer than this. 

Sphinx is designed to be worn, look 

sexy and feel good. It is really a one-of-

a-kind product, it is not only incredibly 

interactive, but its jewellery-inspired 

design ensures that you experience 

your pleasure in style. Sphinx, when 

The latest product from OhMiBod is called SPHINX and it 

represents a first in the history of the brand, which is probably 

best-known for its app-controlled vibrators. You see, SPHINX 

is their first foray into the world of nipple clamps. How are the 

brand values of OhMiBod reflected in this new product? How 

does SPHINX stand apart from other nipple clamps in the mar-

ket? EAN asked the questions and Suki Dunham, founder and 

CEO of OhMiBod provided the answers.

SPHINX  -  app-cont ro l l ed  wea rab le  v i b ra t ing  n ipp le  c l amps  f rom OhMiBod

“OhMiBod really prides itself on  
being a pioneer in the #sextech revolution.”

Suki Dunham, founder & 
CEO of OhMiBod 
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paired with our OhMiBod Remote App, 

allows users to explore different modes from 

anywhere - across the bedroom or across 

the world. Our brand is rooted in music-driv-

en vibrations and the Sphinx can have you 

vibing to the beat in a whole new way. Using 

modes like Music and Club Vibe, you can 

sync the nipple clamps to your favourite 

Spotify or Apple Music playlists, or let the 

Sphinx take in surrounding ambient sounds 

and match the vibrations. This functionality 

really blows our customers away, and we 

wanted to make sure that the Sphinx was a 

cutting-edge product. 

 

Could you give us some information 

about the features of your new product? 

Suki: The Sphinx is our app-controlled  

wearable vibrating nipple clamps, a first  

for OhMiBod! We created this product to  

not only be beautiful but are packed with 

quality and functionality you expect from an 

OhMiBod product. When we design a prod-

uct, we believe that every detail counts. As 

an example, the nipple clamps themselves 

are designed with ridges, so that while 

you’re using the product they don’t slip off. 

Another detail that we didn’t want to over-

look is the quality of the necklace. We know 

that consumers are conscientious about the 

materials they use on their bodies which is 

why our Sphinx necklace is made  

of stainless steel. 

 

How much OhMiBod is there in  

SPHINX? Or to put it another way:  

How does SPHINX reflect the  

OhMiBod brand values? 

Suki: OhMiBod really prides itself on being a 

pioneer in the #sextech revolution. We know 

that when you purchase a high-tech prod-

uct, you are not only purchasing the hard-

ware, so to speak, but you are also purchas-

ing the software – app functionality. Over the 

years, OhMiBod has managed to not only 

solidify itself as a top-brand in pleasure prod-

ucts, but also app-development. We are 

committed to maintaining the cutting-edge 

technology and intuitive approach to user 

interface design that makes our products 

stand out from the crowd. Sphinx reflects 

this commitment, bringing together pleasure 

and tech in a stylish new way. 

 

In the official press release accompany-

ing the launch of SPHINX, you speak of  

a ‘bodygasm.’ What exactly do you 

mean by that? 

Suki: It’s our new favourite term! When we 

talk about a ‘bodygasm’, what we really 
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mean is a full-body experience that oth-

er products don’t offer. The Sphinx pairs 

perfectly with our other app-controlled 

products, so that the user can experience 

app-controlled pleasure in different eroge-

nous zones at the same time. For example, 

you can connect the Sphinx to our Foxy 

wearable panty vibe and together the 

products stimulate both erogenous zones, 

creating a mind-blowing experience for the 

user. Using the OhMiBod Remote App you 

can target not only one zone, but two! 

 

There is a lot of technology in your prod-

ucts - how difficult was it to fit this tech 

into small clamps? 

Suki: Great observation. Yes, it is definitely 

not easy, especially when you want a certain 

design aesthetic (e.g. having the on/off 

button in a particular place). There is always 

a balancing act between form and function. 

I’m really pleased with what we’ve been able 

to accomplish on this front.

Who is the target audience for  

SPHINX? What demands does  

this group place on you as a brand  

and your products? 

Suki: Sphinx was developed for a custom-

er looking to explore nipple play in a whole 

new way. Customers have come to expect 

high performing products with great quality 

from OhMiBod and we will continue to 

work to meet their expectations.

 

When will SPHINX be available in  

Europe and which distributors  

will carry the product? 

Suki: Yes! OhMiBod has been long  

time partners with Eropartner. We have 

also recently announced that Doc Johnson 

is our new master distributor which will 

allow new customers to have access  

to our collections.

 

Since the year has only just begun, 

what can the market expect from  

you throughout 2024? Are there  

more products in the pipeline?

Suki: In this industry, it’s all about listening 

to the feedback and developing as you go. 

As we begin 2024, OhMiBod is committed 

to creating high-end luxury pleasure prod-

ucts that offer a wide range of function-

ality and design. We already have 4 new 

products in our pipeline for 2024 which we 

hope to introduce throughout this year. 
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Pawel, let’s start with the story  

of how your new line came about. 

When was the idea for Crazy 

Horse born and how long did  

it take to get to the finished  

products?

Pawel Graczyk: That’s quite a long 

story… Actually, the designs were 

ready many months ago. We were 

just waiting for the right moment so 

clients could see this collection at 

eroFame 2023 for the very first time. 

They were very enthusiastic about 

it, and we started selling the collec-

tion at the beginning of 2024. Many 

said that the blue colour resembles 

the night sky. And banal as it may 

seem, that was exactly our inspira-

tion, born during a holiday I spent in 

northern Italy. I was astonished by 

the night landscape and thought it 

would be nice to somehow recreate 

that feeling in our collections. This is 

Creating a new product line that 

really sticks out from the competi-

tion is no small feat. Pawel Graczyk 

tells us how Polish leather manu-

facture WHIPS Collection achieved 

this goal with their latest collection, 

called Crazy Horse.

 

Crazy  Ho rse  -  WHIPS  i n t roduces  a  new co l l ec t i on

 We are working hard to keep track of new  
trends and do our best to fulfill market needs.”
“

Pawel Graczyk at 
eroFame 2023 
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how we came up with the idea of using 

this very special kind of leather.

 

How difficult is it to come up  

with something new in a market  

that is already overflowing  

with products? 

Pawel: Indeed, it’s quite the challenge. 

Like you said, the market is full of many 

different products. It is very challenging 

to come up with something that would 

stand out from the crowd. I would even 

go so far as to say that it is the most 

challenging part of our work. The mar-

ket needs fresh ideas and customers 

want to be surprised with novelties. We 

are working hard to keep track of new 

trends and do our best to address  

market needs. 

 

How does Crazy Horse stand apart 

from your previous collections and 

how does the new line reflect the val-

ues that WHIPS stands for? 

Pawel: It is the first time that we use this 

kind of leather, called Crazy Horse. It is 

known for its unmatched quality, beauty. 

and durability. The name is no coinci-

dence: For centuries, it has been used 

in saddlery, where the quality of the raw 

material is a big priority. 

Crazy horse is treated with natural wax-

es, making it extremely pleasant to the 

touch. One of its natural characteristics 

is the ability to ‘change colour’. With 

every scratch and fold you can observe 

changing hues, which gives the products 

a very unique style. The colours are very 

rich and deep which makes the products 

look truly mesmerizing. 

As with every product that leaves our 

workshop, everything is made by hand. 

But because we have mastered our 

processes, we are still able to deliver 

thousands of products to our customers, 

which we are very proud of.

 

The new line consists of handcuffs, 

collars, whips, and leashes. Could 

you provide a short description of the 

individual products and their unique 

selling points? 

Pawel: We have focused on the most 

popular product categories to create 

a perfect starting point for BDSM play. 

Collars, cuffs and whips have always 

been the most sought after products as 

they create many possibilities, and many 
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You can also get the products at  

Boys of Toys.

 

Are you interested in expanding your 

distribution network in Europe? 

Pawel: Yes, this is our main objective 

this year. We established plenty of new 

contacts at eroFame and met lots of 

amazing people we have already  

started working with. We definitely  

have big plans.

 

What can the market expect from 

WHIPS this year? Do you already have 

ideas for new product lines?

Pawel: Well, following eroFame 2023, 

our heads are full of ideas. We will bring 

lots of new things to the table this year. 

We have already started working on two 

projects. We will introduce something 

very, very special. A little patience  

is all we need! 

people choose them as their first  

erotic product. 

We want people to feel comfortable, so 

we place particular emphasis on use of 

natural materials. This is how we came 

up with our slogan and we stand by it: 

It’s all natural.

 

Who is the target audience for Crazy 

Horse? 

Pawel: As usual, we want our products 

to be available to all customers. With the 

Crazy Horse collection, the clients can 

choose between two sizes, S and L, so 

anyone who is interested in these prod-

ucts can also use them.

 

Which distributors sell the Crazy 

Horse line across Europe?

Pawel: It’s available at Bioconcept - they 

are our first distributor for the new line. 

More information about the 
new WHIPS product line can be 
found at www.forbdsm.com

The new collection is made from Crazy 
Horse leather, famed for its quality, 
beauty, and durability
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‘The Lovers - Stories’ is a new 

version of your card game ‘The 

Lovers’. Please, tell us more about 

it. For example, how long did  

you work on it?

Roman Plaza: ‘The Lovers -  

Stories’ is new version of our series 

of exclusive games for couples. This 

time, we put a lot of effort into not only 

the imagery, but also the text content 

as well. ‘Stories’ contains not just 

simple tasks but descriptions of whole 

scenarios for partners to play out.  

Because of that, it took us a lot of time 

to develop the game - the idea was 

born one and half year ago, and it has 

only just launched now.

 

What’s new in ‘The Lovers -  

Stories’? And what are the ele-

ments that make ‘The Lovers’  

so unique - quality, aesthetics, 

boldness, game mechanics?

Roman: For ‘Stories’ we kept all the 

attributes that made previous versions 

so unique. There is a new look for 

each card, everything has the same 

quality as before, we divided boldness 

into levels as before. What is new 

is the mechanics. Once again, we 

In this interview, Roman Plaza, head of Plazacraft and inventor 

of the card game ‘The Lovers’, tells us about the latest addi-

tion to his game series, ‘The Lovers – Stories’, which offers  

lots of new surprises and excitement while maintaining the 

quality, aesthetics, and frisky fun that made ‘The Lovers’  

such a success among the fans.

P lazac ra f t  p resents  ‚The  Love r s  –  S to r i e s ‘

 Once again, we created something unique that 
cannot be found anywhere else on the market.”
“

Roman Plaza, head 
of Plazacraft and 
inventor of card 
game ‚The Lovers‘ 
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created something unique that cannot be 

found anywhere else on the market. The 

concept of ‘The Lovers - Stories’ is to 

give partners a detailed scenario for role 

play. What is mind blowing is that part-

ners don’t know each other’s scenario. 

As before, we want them to build tension 

and be surprised. 

 

Like the previous versions, ‘The Lovers 

- Stories’ also has different levels. It 

starts with the ‘Romantic’ level and the 

‘Hardcore’ level will be released later 

in the year. What are the differences?

Roman: We have built our series in a way 

so partners can easily choose a version 

based on their needs. The ‘Romantic’ 

Levels include scenarios that are soft, 

geared towards partners that prefer ‘to 

do it in the light of candles’. ‘Hardcore’ 

on the other hand is for partners who  

play with BDSM, enjoy domination  

and submission. 

 

Who is the target audience for  

‘The Lovers – Stories?’

Roman: It’s for everyone who is old 

enough to have sex. I think that it will be 

particularly fun for people who are bored 

with the games that already exist on the 

market, people who are open to new 

experiences, and especially those who 

like role play. However, ‘Stories’ is as 

engaging as the other games in the ‘The 

Lovers’ series, so I would recommend 

it only for those who like to be involved. 

‘The Lovers’ only works if you are willing 

to commit to the scenarios. 

 

How much demand is there for games 

with erotic elements? Is the market 

growing or will this always be a  

niche segment?

Roman: I think the market is growing. 

Nowadays, there are more and more new 

games, and their quality is getting better. 

This means that there is demand. ‘The 

Lovers’ has also become a much more 

recognizable brand compared to two  

years ago. The most challenging thing 

about the erotic games segment is mar-

keting and making people aware of the 

existence of the games. These are neither  

sex toys nor classic games for families,  

and that makes it difficult to place  

these products. 

 

Where can interested retailers  

order ‘The Lovers - Stories’?  
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Directly from you or also through dis-

tributors and wholesalers?

Roman: We are a small startup and ‘The 

Lovers’ series is our only product, so it 

can be bought directly from us. In Poland 

and France, there are also wholesalers 

who already have ‘The Lovers’ in their 

assortment. 

 

Last year, your card game was trans-

lated into an additional language. 

Which languages are currently avail-

able? And are you planning more  

language versions?

Roman: Currently, the game is released 

in English, Polish and French. We would 

very much like to translate the game into 

other languages as well, however that  

is always connected with big  

investments for us. 

 

How difficult is it to convey the  

content and the special appeal  

of your game in different 

languages? 

Roman: We see a lot of difficulties; on 

one hand, we entrust the translation to 

professionals but on the other hand,  

we cannot verify how idiosyncratic it 

‘sounds’ in that language. In order to 

build tension and not spoil the atmo-

sphere, it is very important to use erotic 

words in right way. Another challenge is 

to make the game work for all players,  

regardless of gender – e.g. the person 

who dominates can be any gender.

 

What is next for your card game?  

Do you already have ideas for  

new versions or expansions?

Roman: We are already preparing the 

launch of ‘The Lovers Stories – Level 2 

Hardcore.’ The plan is to get it out in  

Q3/Q4 of 2024. After that, we will either 

start working on a new version of the  

series - we still have a lot of ideas,  

you see - or continue work on  

‘Level 3 – Pervert’. 

Marzena Kmiecik 
and Roman Plaza  
at eroFame 2023
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Sean, tell me a bit about your 

background prior to launching All 

Point Retail. What’s your edu-

cational and professional back-

ground? Where did you get your 

start in your career and later, your 

passion for entrepreneurship?

After 20 years of experience 1,745 

retail clients, and the strength of 

a 24/7 customer service team, 

Sean Quinn knows one thing all 

too well. Most retailers are being 

lead down a confusing, frustrating, 

and fixed path by their technolo-

gy service providers. Quinn is the 

founder of All Point Retail, a team 

of battle-savvy, seasoned vets with 

consulting, IT, development and 

operational retail prowess. Quinn’s 

company slogan is ‘We don’t want 

to be your vendor, we want to be 

your IT team,’ and All Point is out 

to prove it with specialized service 

offerings for pleasure retailers. 

Headquartered in Sarasota, Florida, 

USA. All Point Retail’s executive 

team brings a combined 122 years 

of career knowledge covering 

software, hardware, and most of all, 

how to instill trust in their treasured 

pleasure industry clients.

Sean  Qu inn ,  founde r  o f  A l l  Po in t  Re ta i l ,  he lps  bus inesses  nav iga te  the  t r i cky  wate r s  o f  techno logy

 We love the ownership of the many groups  
within this industry and the passion within it”
“

Sean Quinn, founder of 
All Point Retail
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Sean Quinn: I attended Michigan State 

University and majored in advertising, 

which is a love that I still lean on. I then 

served as a US Army Captain for 8 years, 

where I moved around across in Arizona, 

Georgia, Hawaii, and Korea. From there, 

I entered corporate America to work for 

Icon office solutions, where I was the 

National Director of Federal Government 

Operations, and I became the GM of  

Hawaii (which was a great gig!).

In 2007, I quit corporate to start my first 

tech firm, where we did “Technology as 

a Service” for pretty much all industries. I 

did this from 2007 to 2011, where I grew 

the business from 1 to $15mm in 4 years 

before I sold it. From there, I jumped into 

a startup for 5 years before I was pulled 

back into “Technology as a Service” for  

the retail vertical in 2017. Since then,  

we have expanded our offerings into  

many various verticals. 

 

What brought you to the pleasure 

products industry? Does All Point Retail 

specialize in the sex toy space or seek 

out pleasure industry businesses in 

particular as clients?

Sean: All Point focuses on many retail 

verticals, but this is one of our largest, 

and FAVORITE. We love the ownership of 

the many groups within this industry, and 

the passion within it. It’s contagious. This 

industry is also incredibly supportive and 

sharing, and I honestly don’t know why 

more people don’t seek it out. Another 

point is that these are some of the best 

retail operators of all the verticals  

that we touch.  

 

What, exactly, does All Point Retail offer 

to sex toy retailers to assist with their 

technical needs?

Sean: We call are offering a unique thing 

called Managed Retail Commerce, and 

this is what it entails.

• We provide all of the technology infra-

structure and services a retailer needs 

at the brick and mortar level.

• We implement retail software plat-

forms that provide TRUE unified  

commerce solution that include  

POS, OMS, CRM, ecommerce,  

and Warehouse Management.

• We write necessary integrations 

across multiple platforms

• We also provide retail consulting  

and best practices culled from  

our work across all verticals and  

solutions that are agnostic to  

software and hardware.
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What does All Point Retail offer to 

sex toy retailers that’s really unique; 

something they can’t find elsewhere or 

someone who understands their needs 

as intimate health businesses?

Sean: Because we have so many adult-fo-

cused retailers in our client portfolio, we un-

derstand the industry and unique challeng-

es around it. Our business model requires 

no investment up front and includes ALL 

of the hardware, software, implementation 

and ongoing services and consulting for 

one monthly charge. This removes the 

barrier to change because of the upfront 

capital expense, which is the thing that 

keeps so many from making a move. 

We are also the only group that is solutions 

neutral, so we can hold our client’s hand 

throughout every single part of the process: 

hardware, software, migration from the old 

system and training on the new system. 

 

Give some examples of your current 

pleasure industry clients and what  

you do for them. How has All Point 

Retail greatly improved their ability 

to function and thrive?

Sean: We have Adam and Eve, Lover’s 

Lane and all of the Playboy group brands, 

including Lovers stores and Honey Birdette. 

We serve them in whatever ways that they 

need us for. Some use us for all of their 

technology needs and some just partial. 

That’s the beauty of our model. We are 

there to support them however they  

need us to.
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As our clients grow, we continue to grow as 

well. In the last three years, we have ex-

panded so that we service retailers in North 

America, Europe, and Australia. We are con-

stantly bringing new, affordable retail tech to 

the marketplace. An example is our Insight 

Video system, which is an AI integrated vid-

eo solutions that synchs with your POS. We 

serve, filter and escalate the most important 

technical issues that affect operations to the 

ownership groups. We try to predict what is 

going to happen before it happens—either 

good or bad—to get in front of it, which 

allows the owner to take action to avoid or 

enhance whatever the situation is.

6How else do you participate in the 

pleasure industry? Do you ever attend 

trade shows or events, or make regular 

visits to clients’ physical retail stores?

 

Sean: We attend ALL of the key industry 

trade shows and attend XBiz, Altitude, ILS, 

AVN, and visit client sites all year. We are 

a very in-person company. We consider 

ourselves an extension of client teams  

and we show up that way. 

 

How do you predict the IT sector  

will evolve and grow for adult  
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businesses? Will things ever  

become easier for these types  

of companies, considering the  

difficulties adult stores have  

experienced due to stigmas?

Sean: At All Point, because of our  

commitment to this industry, we’ve  

actually solved a lot of these issues,  

or at least mitigated it. 

We deliver merchant rates lower than 

traditional ones because of our size and 

scope. We finance retailers with packag-

es in places that others would not. We’re 

proud of the industry and constantly  

promote it in our social media, our  

Retail Radar blogs, and retail industry 

presence advocacy.

As we watch the proliferation of adult 

toys into big box brands like Target and 

Sephora, it certainly helps desensitize the 

‘stigma.’  However, the advantage is still 

with the independent adult retailers. With 

their ability to provide knowledge, training, 

intimate consulting and better person-

alization, particularly with the right tech 

stack and training behind them, we see 

nothing but positive traction for our adult 

retail owners. The big brands are making 

sex toys more accessible, but customers 

still want the ‘intimate’ experience of the 

boutique shops. 

 

What are your plans for the future  

of All Point Retail to continue aiding 

adult retailers? 

Sean: We are working an ongoing project 

to streamline the procurement process 

between manufacturers, distributors and 

retailers to get the best inventory levels 

and pricing into the retailer’s hands as  

frictionless as possible. This can be done 

via integrated platforms, and we are  

working hard to make it mainstream. 

This interview is 
contributed by Colleen 
Godin, EAN U.S. 
Correspondent
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What expectations did you start 

the new year with? Are you  

positive about the future?

Pedro Correia: New year, new  

vibes! Positive vibes only. I expect  

a year filled with growth, innovation, 

and pleasure.

 

What was your childhood  

ambition? 

Pedro Correia: I dreamt of being an 

astronaut, but now I'm navigating a 

different kind of space.

 

How did you get into the industry? 

Pedro Correia: I entered the bu-

siness through my first purchase, 

which unexpectedly blossomed into a  

lucrative opportunity.

 

If you weren’t in this industry, what 

would you be doing now? 

Pedro Correia: Probably something 

related to IT.

What was the biggest step in your 

career? 

Pedro Correia: The biggest step in my 

career? Mastering the art of dealing 

with life's challenges.

 

Where do you see yourself in 10 

years’ time? 

Pedro Correia: Hopefully still on  

top, leading the charge for pleasure 

innovation. Who knows, maybe  

even in space!

 

How do you envision the future of 

the industry? 

Pedro Correia: Bright, bold, and 

buzzing with excitement. A world where 

pleasure knows no bounds.

 

What is your idea of a perfect 

working day? 

Pedro Correia: A day filled with crea-

tivity, laughter, and happy customers. 

And yes, some cheeky product testing!

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

Our Monthly Mayhem 

with Pedro Correia, 

CEO & Senior Partner 

of Portuguese retail 

company Refixe, is all 

about positive vibes, 

which only seems 

fitting for our indust-

ry. Over the course of 

our interview, we also 

encounter astronauts, 

chefs, Pharrell Wil-

liams, and Steve Jobs 

in a pivotal role.
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Pedro Correia
Quest ions  & Answers 

How do you relax after work? 

Pedro Correia: A good book, a  

glass of fine wine, and some 

jazz tunes.

 

Who would you consider your role 

model and why? 

Pedro Correia: Steve Jobs was the 

maestro of customer attention! He 

didn't just sell products; he created 

experiences.

 

Imagine you have been asked to 

award a medal to someone. Who’s 

the lucky winner? 

Pedro Correia: The medal? My wife's, 

for gracefully dealing with me every day. 

She's the real champ!

 

Which personal success are you 

proud of? 

Pedro Correia: Creating a solid com-

pany and a loving family - my double 

success story

What do you particularly like about 

yourself?  

Pedro Correia: I appreciate my resilience 

and ability to turn challenges into  

opportunities.

 

Which vice could you never forgive? 

Pedro Correia: Betrayal – a vice unforgi-

vable. Trust, once shattered, is a bridge too 

far to rebuild.

 

What song do you sing in the shower? 

Pedro Correia:  Shower vibes? 'Happy'  

by Pharrell Williams – it's the ultimate  

pick-me-up!

 

Who would you never ever like to see 

naked? 

Pedro Correia:  Embrace all bodies, no 

judgments.

 

With whom would you like to go to the 

cinema and what film would you watch? 
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Pedro Correia: An intimate cinema date 

with a partner – 'Before Sunrise' for a ro-

mantic touch.

 

You have a month’s holiday. Where do 

you go? 

Pedro Correia: A tropical paradise – sun, 

sand, and a discreet corner for some R&R.
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Which three things would you take with 

you to a deserted island? 

Pedro Correia: A Swiss army knife, a so-

lar-powered music player, and a hammock. 

Ready for island life!

 

If you could swap lives with somebody 

for a day, who would it be? 

Pedro Correia: A famous chef – exploring 

pleasure in the kitchen sounds like a delici-

ous adventure.

 

Is there anything you would never  

do again? 

Pedro Correia: No regrets; every experien-

ce, whether easy or tough, shapes who  

you become.

 

Do you have some good advice you 

want to share with our readers? 

Pedro Correia:  Don't be shy – embrace 

pleasure, explore fantasies, and always 

remember, consent is the ultimate  

aphrodisiac. Cheers to a life well-loved!
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